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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the reported educational attainment 
and management experience of senior Navy medical department executives in an 
attempt to isolate those variables that affect their perceived management 
capabilities. The data used for this thesis were taken from the results of a joint 
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (BUMED) and Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) 
survey. which was designed to asses the unique educational needs of Navy medical 
department executives. This thesis explores one of the findings of the survey 
which was that the Medical Service Corps Health Care Administrator (HCA) 
cohort perceived their current skills to be higher than the skill levels required for 
a majority of the management skill categories listed in the survey. This thesis 
isolates certain management education and experience variables to determine why 
this group is so confident in their skill levels. The findings indicate that the HCA 
cohort has more management education and experience than the other medical 
communities. Additionally, management experience had more of an impact than 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The health care environment i!l the "Juited States is 
experiencing tremendous turbulence, rnanager::al uncertainty, 
financial instability, and organizational volar..il':::y. The 
literature describes a future of healt~ care delive:::y in wh~ch 
the present pressures affecting health care adrninistracors 
will intensify due to "changing demograp;'lics, ambivalent 
public policy, escalating costs, decreas~ng pa}'IT.ents, 
increaslng co:npetition among providers, volatile relations 
between hospitals and their medical staffs, heightened concern 
for quality and escalating demands for cost-value linkages 
from private and corporate consumers, continued growth and 
evolution of managed care arrangements, and cantlnued shifts 
away from hospital-based delivery of servlces." [Ref. l;p. 
182J Health care GXecutlves are faced wlth the challenge of 
controlling costs and lmprOVlJ'.g quallty while :::emClining 
focused on ::he needs of the pat~ent_ as an indivldual. These 
drastic chauges in health care delivery arc:> forcing 
administrators to re-examine and expand their knowledge base 
in order to refine the knowledge, skills, and abLi.ities (KSAs) 
necessary to cope effectively with this turbulent environrnent. 
"The Sase RealigIL'11ent and Closure process, continulng 
congressional interest, implementation of the Coordinated Care 
Program, sophisticated management information technologies, 
and various Department o f Defense (DOD) initiatives contribute 
additional managerial challenges" to military health care 
executives. [Ref . 2:p. IJ 
The Un ited States Navy Bureau of Medic ine (BUMED) , 
realizing that Senior Navy Medical Department executives a re 
lacking in the skills necessary to effectively cope wi th the 
rapidly changing environment, has entered i nto a partnership 
with Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) , Administrative Sciences 
Departrnent1 , for the purpose of identifying the competencies 
necessary to effectively function in senior executive 
management positions within Navy Medicine. Subsequently, NPS 
facul ty have developed and are in the process of delivering an 
innovative Executive Management Education (EME) program 
designed to include the unique managerial requirements that 
were identified. The program is designed to: (1) provide a 
curriculum based on an analysis of the Navy's needs and (2) 
provide a "module" type delivery system which targets specifiC 
educational objectives selectively based on the educational 
background of the individuals. This thesis examines the 
reported educational attainment and management experience of 
senior Navy medical department executives in an attempt to 
isolate those variables that a f fect their perceived management 
lThe Naval Postgraduate School Administrative Sciences 
Department has been renamed the Systems Management Department 
during the writing of this thesis. 
capabilities. The results of this analysis can then be used 
to further tailor the educational modules. 
A. BACKGROlJND 
The Department of the Navy Medical Blue Ribbon Panel (8RP) 
addressed Senior Medical Department officers' lack of formal 
management training in their ~988 report concerning the issues 
facing Navy Medicine into the 1990s [Ref. 3:p. 291. This lack 
of formal training programs was noted in 1982 by the Vice 
Chief of Naval Operations (VeNO) as a result of a Navy 
Inspector General report. The VCNO directed that "Medical 
Department officers have the opportunity to receive leadership 
training at critical points in their careers.- [Ref. 3:p. 29] 
Additionally, a ~987 Inspector General report noted concerns 
with management training citing that ncurrent management 
training had limited effectiveness due to the lack of 
definition of knowledge, skills, and abilities for each 
management level throughout the Medical Department." [Ref. 
3:p. 291 
The Department of Defense Appropriations Act formalized 
the need for military health care executives to expand and 
refine their managerial knowledge, skills, and abilities in 
Section 8096 of the fiscal year 1992 and ~993 stating that 
"None of the funds appropriated in this Act may be used to 
fill the commander's position at any military facility with a 
:h care professional unless the prospective candidate can 
.:mst:;-:;.te professional administrative skills." [Ref. 2 :p. 1J 
A t::,oik force was convened by the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Health Affairs) to examine civilian and military 
health care administration practices and identify the unique 
needs for military conunanders. The Schartz and Cox report, 
released in 1992, provided results of the task force, which 
included a comprehensive list of the knowledge requirements 
for executive managers of military medical treatment 
facilities. [Ref. 4] 
The Navy initiated an independent effort in May 1992 to 
develop a program to meet the specific needs of Navy medical 
department executives which should satisfy Congress' demand 
that senior Navy Medical Department executives be adequately 
prepared to manage complex medical systems. 
NPS developed a two-step needs assessment approach to 
identify the competencies required to effectively manage 
complex Navy medical systems. The needs assessment consisted 
of: 
1. semi-structured interviews were completed in July 1992 
and provided the basis to identify the competencies that are 
perceived as important by executives currently holding 
positions of significant managerial responsibility in Navy 
medicine. Their input was utilized in developing a survey to 
asses the relative importance of the skill areas. 
2. Survey questionnaires were sent to senior executives 
within the Navy Medical Department to obtain the recipients' 
views/beliefs concerning the competencies required to 
effectively manage Navy medical systems. 
The questionnaires were structured so the respondents 
could provide what they felt was their current skill level for 
each managerial activity and what they felt was the required 
skill level for executives to function effectively in their 
managerial roles (see Appendix A). The survey questionnaire 
was mailed to 720 senior executives in Navy medicine, 
including: ~all incumbent Commanding officers, Executive 
Officers, Officers-in-Charge, and Directors; Executive Officer 
billets; key health care executives in the operational forces 
and headquarters commands; specialty advisors; and medical 
department flag officers." [Ref. 2:p. 61 BUMED provided this 
listing from the prospective Commanding Officer/ Executive 
Officer screening list, key Command personnel listing, and 
specialty advisor lists with additional information obtained 
from the Bureau of Naval Personnel. Of the 720 mailed out on 
14 November,1992,476 responses were received by 14 January 
1993, which was the cut-off date to be included in this 
research. Thirteen of the 720 responses sent were returned as 
undeliverable. consequently, the return rate for the survey 
was 67 percent. 
John R. Morrison performed an initial analysis on the 
survey data in his masters thesis titled, "The Relationship 
Between the Perceived Executive Management Capabilities of 
Senior Navy Medical Department Executives and Their Reported 
Managerial Requirements" published in June of 1993 [Ref. 5]. 
Morrison grouped the survey questions into eight major 
management categories listed below: 
1. Financial/Resource Management 
2. Program Planning and Evaluation 
3. Decision Making/Problem Solving 
4. Legal Issues 
5. operational Management Issues 
6. Organizational Behavior 
7. Personnel and Human Resources Management 
B. Communications 
The focus of Morrison's thesis was to provide an initial 
analysis of the survey responses and to identify any gaps, or 
deltas, between the current level of skill reported by the 
respondent and the required level of skill for their current 
position with respect to t he respondents' corps, rank, and 
organizational position cohorts. 
Utilizing the 2:1. data categories reported by Schwartz and 
Cox (1992), the NPS research team grouped the survey data into 
those same categories to make the data more useful. The 21 
skill categories and the corresponding survey questions are 
presented in Appendix B. 
The "Preliminary Analysis of Educational Needs for Navy 
Health Care Executives" [Ref. 2] provided the first 
comprehensive look at the data generated by the survey. The 
purpose of this report as stated by the researchers was [Ref. 
2:p. 3}: 
1. To detennine the remlirement9 for each management skill 
area generated during the interviews. That is, how 
important do Medical Department personnel think. these skills 
are for effective executive management? Are they all 
equally important? Are some more important that others? 
Further, are the skill areas congruent with those generated 
by the Schwartz and Cox (1992) research, excluding military 
readiness requirements? This objective addresses the broad, 
long-tenn consideration of what should be taught to future 
Navy health care executives. 
2. To detennine the ~ for education in each management 
skill area surveyed. This objective addresses both long-
and ahort - term considerations. In the context of the design 
of the EKE program, to what extent do Medical Department 
personnel need education in each of the skill areas? Is 
there a perceived need for more education in some areas as 
compared to others? In the context of short-tenn needs, 
these data can be used to guide the selection of modules for 
prototype testing. Where possible, choices can be made to 
elect to teet a module from a "high need~ area while still 
serving the primary goal of gathering information from on-
site (MTF) testing. 
3. To examine perceptions of how requirements and needs 
differ as a function of characteristics of the survey 
respondents. This report addresses corps, and pOSition 
(prinCipally positions within an MTF are considered for che 
present research), which are assumed to be primary 
considerations in designing an EMB program. Rank is 
considered to a lesser extent. Some of the questions of 
interest include, do people from the Medical Corps (Me) 
attach different levels of importance to skill areas as 
compared to members of the Nurse Corps (Ne)? Do members of 
the Medical Service Corps, Health care Administration 
(MSC (HCAI) express need tor differing types of education as 
compared to members of the Medical Service Corps, Allied 
Heal th (NBC (AH) ) ? Do members of the Dental Corps (DC) 
express the same needs as others? Do perceptions differ as 
a function of rank or position? Other variables. for 
example, background in management education, will be 
examined in future reports. Clearly, if a program tailored 
to individual needs~ ~one that recognizes previous 
experience, educational background, etcetera- - is to be 
designed, examination of these data is critical. 
nThe use of the survey allowed the NPS researchers 
evaluate the ~ importance of skill areas generated by 
the interviews, to inventory respondents' previous management 
experience and education, and to quantify the findings with a 
larger population of senior executives within Navy medicine . " 
(Ref. 2:p. 4J The BUMED research team utilized the results of 
their analysis in tailoring the EME program to meet the 
perceived executive educational needs of the Navy Medical 
Department. The NPS team is now in the process of delivering 
these educational modules to individual MTFs. 
B . OBJECTIVES 
Morrison's thesis provided an initial analysis of the 
survey responses necessary to complete the first phase needs 
assessment of perceived skills required for effective and 
efficient functioning as a health care executive. The NPS 
faculty team has published the "needs assessment" (Ref . 2J and 
developed prototype educational modules based on their 
results. In an effort to build on these findings, this thesis 
will examine the effects of differing levels of education and 
experience of the Medical Service Corps Health Care 
Administrator (HeA) survey respondents with respect to 
perceptions of their management capabilities by answering the 
following questions: 
1. How does educational level explain the differences 
between the perceived current and required managerial 
capabilities reported by the Medical Service Corps Health care 
Administrator respondents? 
2. How does managerial experience explain the differences 
between the perceived current and required managerial 
capabilities reported by the Medical Service Corps Health Care 
Administrator respondents? 
c. KB'l'HODOLOGY 
One of the important areas addressed in the "needs 
assessment M [Ref. 2] was the "management skill gaps. n These 
skill gaps were detennined by subtracting the current skill 
level from the required skill level perceived by each 
individual. The procedure created deltas that belong to one 
of three different categoriee. A negative delta represents an 
area where the respondent felt his or her skills exceeded the 
required level. A delta of zero means current skills were 
equal to those required. A positive delta indicated areas 
where the respondent felt his or her current level of skill 
did not meet the required skill level for the task. 
The analysis of the skill gaps [Ref. 21 showed that 
HCAB have the fewest number of people reporting positive skill 
gaps as compared to respondents from the Medical Corps (Me), 
Nurse corps (NC), Medical Service Corps Allied Health 
specialists CAB), and Dental Corps (DC). Figure J. shows the 
percentage of respondents within each corps that perceive 
management skill gaps. FUrther, "The HCA respondents rate 
their current skill levels higher than other groups in 13 of 
21 categories. Additionally, in a of these 13 categories, the 
ratings range from 10 to 2S percentage points higher than the 
next closest group. Given the management-oriented training 
and education necessary for the HCA profession, and a 
management career track cotrmencing at entry level, it stands 
to reason that this group probably perceives less of a need 
for education in management than others." [Ref 2:pp. 18,19] 
This thesis examines the HCA data in an attempt to isolate 
educational variables and levels of management experience that 
seem to have the biggest effect on perceptions. This data 
will enable NPS researchers to tailor the 8MB program to meet 
the needs of the Navy Medical Department based on existing 
education and training programs. 
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BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
The U.S. Navy Med::'cal !Jepart:ment :'s composed of foc;:r 
distinct officer des::'gnator groups: the Medicill Corps (MC) , 
Dental Corps (DC), Nurse Corps (NC), and the Medical Service 
Corps {MSC). Additionally, the MSC is divided into an 
admi:1ist!."acive branch known as the Health Care Administrators 
{HeAl and a clinician branch known as t!1e Allied Health (AH) 
providers. Regardless of corps affiliation ar::d professionai 
alliance, all medical department officers have in common a 
dual obligation: their role as health care providers and 
their responsibilities as naval officers [Ref. 6:p. 7]. 
"The evolut~on of health care management in the 20th 
century has been from physician/nurse to health adrninistration 
generalists to management specialist to politlcal leader." 
[Ref. 7:p. 733J While executive positions in Navy health care 
are held by each of the aforementioned Corps specialties, the 
NPS study described earlier indicated that RCA specialists 
seem to be the IT.ost confident in their ma:1agement capabJ..LLtles 
in bealth care executive roles [Ref. 2] Managerial abllit:ies 
of the HCA community are the focus of this thesls. 
This chapter looks at: the background and development oE 
the Medical Service corps with emphasis on the HCA specialists 
as well as the background and development of education 
programs and career management Eor health cart' administrators. 
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Additionally, a discussion of the development of education and 
training in the U. S. Navy medical department is included to 
indicate the Navy's continually developing commitment to the 
education of it's medical department officers. 
A. BACXGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT OF '!'BE MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS 
The demobilization following World War II created a real 
concern within the Navy Medical Department that they would be 
left without a permanent base of administrative and allied 
health professional experience. As one officer phrased it 
some years later, nThe need for commissioned officers who were 
skilled (medical) administrators had been well documented in 
the 'war to end all wars' and the experience gained early in 
World War II demonstrated the same need for officers that were 
equally skilled in the practice of sciences allied to 
medicine." [Ref. 6:p. 89] The Medical Service Corps was 
formally established by law in 1947 and included the fallowing 
sections: Medical Supply and Administration, Pharmacy, 
Optometry, and Medical Al l ied Sciences. Of the 252 original 
Medical Service Corps officers, about 80 percent were medical 
supply and administration; they ranked from ensign through 
lieutenant commander and al l had prior military service. 
The Medical Service Corps has grown today 
approximately :2,800 officers on active duty in the grades of 
ensign through rear admiral. Professional health care 
administrators account for about 50 percent of the Medical 
12 
Service Corps (see Table I) with about 70 percent having had 
some prior military service before entering the medical 
service corps. Additionally, the Health Care Administration 
branch includes 12 subspecialties (see Table II). The 
definitions of the abbreviations in the "description" column 
are presented in Appendix C. 
Table I 
MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS POPULATION DISTRIBUTION 
HSC BRANCH FREQUENCY PERCENT 
RCA 1394 49 
AH 1454 51 
TOTAL 2848 100 
dMa 9 Source. BUMIS, MEn 5123, en y 3 
B. BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT OP HEALTH CARE ADHINISTRATION 
EDUCATION PROGRAKS 
This section provides a brief background of the 
development of health care administration education programs 
as well as an overview of the management curriculum 
development process intended by the developers to increase the 
effectiveness of health care executives. This management 
curriculum development provides insight into the areas where 
the health care administrators should be more knowledgeable 
than their medical department counterparts. 
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Table II 
MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS, HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATORS SPECIALTY 
INVENTORY 
SPECIALTY CODE DESCRI:PTI:QN INV'EN'l'ORY PERCENT 
0031 Financial Mgt 145 10.4 
0032 Mat'l Loq Mqt 2' 1.9 
0033 MPTA 32 2.3 
0037 Educ!Trng Mgt 14 1.0 
I 0042 Ops Research 4 0.3 
0095 Computer Tech 15 1.1 
1BOO Hlth Care Adm 766 54.9 
lBOl Pt Admin 142 10.2 
1802 Med Loqistics 85 '.1 
1803 Med Data Svcs 35 2.5 
1804 Med Const Lia 24 1.7 
1BOS Plans/OpS/Med 10' 7.' 
Int 
TOTAL RCA l394 100 
Source: BUMIS MED-5123 end Ma y 93 
1. The Emergence of Health Care Kanagement Programs 
Institutional management and health care prior to 
World War II was predominantly an extension of clinical 
responsibility, with a nurse or a physician assuming 
administrative chores [Ref 7 :p. 724]. The predominant theory 
of management of these times was that "leaders were born, not 
trained. n Lacking any formal training schools, the leaders of 
this era were, for the most part, self-taught health care 
providers given this position of authority simply by their 
status within their organizations. 
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The University of Chicago introduced the professional 
education of hospital administrators in the J.930s. nInitially 
empirical in the transmission of lessons learned from 
experience, or as we now call it grounded theozy, a profession 
with a body of knowledge began to emerge. n [Ref. 7:p. 724] 
Early founding directors of graduate programs in hospital 
administration such as Arthur Bachmeyer and Ray Brown [Ref. B] 
emphasized a practice orientation with most programs 
maintaining a focus on hospital processes and human relations 
skills {Ref. 9]. 
This emphasis was prevalent into the 1960s. 
Subsequently, the curricular emphasis shifted to research-
based rigor with a focus on business-oriented functional 
specialties such as financial management and operations 
research {Ref. 9]. ~During the turbulent 19BOs, curricular 
focus on analytical and quantitative skills was strengthened 
by governmental fascination with free-market competition in 
health care and a general embracing of the business model for 
hospital operations. n {Ref. l:p. 1B3] The question began to 
emerge as to whether the functionally specialized and 
analytically rigorous Masters of Business Administration (MBA) 
should replace the Masters of Health Administration (MBA) as 
the primary preparatory degree suitable for health care 
executives. 
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2. Development of the Health Care Management Curriculum~ 
KBA versua MBA 
OVer the past ten years. there has been substantial 
criticism of management education programs in the United 
States. [Ref. 10] Graduates of management programs seem to be 
lacking in their capacity to deal with the uncertainty and 
constant change of organizational life. William Obrien. 
president of Hanover Insurance. eloquently addresses this 
issue. in Peter Senge's The Fifth Discipline [Ref. 11]: 
[We strive] for organizational models that are more 
congruent with human nature. When the industrial age 
began, people worked six days a week to earn enough for 
food and shelter. Today, most of us have these handled by 
Tuesday afternoon. our traditional hierarchical 
organizations are not designed to provide for people's 
higher order needs [for] self-respect and self-
actualization. The ferment in management will continue 
until organizations begin to address these needs, for all 
employees. They must give up the old dogma. of planning, 
organizing and controlling, [and realize] the almost 
sacred responsibility for the lives of so many people. 
[Managers' fundamental task is] providing the enabling 
conditions for people to lead the most enriching lives 
they can. 
There is overwhelming consensus that business-related 
analytical skills and. functional abilities remain critically 
important ingredients for success in managing health care 
organizations. However. there is strong evidence of concern 
among practitioners and the academic community that an 
exclusive focus on quantitative analysis. functional 
specialization, and the calculative rationality of the "bottom 
line" may not adequately prepare graduates to be the 
visionary, adaptive, and collaborative team-builders who will 
,. 
be needed to lead health care organizations of the future. 
This concern reflects an increasing recognition of the 
importance of interpersonal, communication, and integrative 
skills as essential for effective leadership in health care 
organizations, particularly in an era of increasingly complex 
relationships with medical staffs and other critical 
organizational constituencies [Ref. 1:p. 183]. 
3. The Future of Health Care Management Programs 
Although there has been a considerable amount of 
interest shown in the area of forecasting the future of health 
care and in estimating the executive skills needed to cope 
with increasingly changing organizational demands, relatively 
little empirical research combining these two topics has been 
reported in the literature. In 1990, Eubanks conducted a 
crass-sectional study of hospital chief executive officers 
(CEOs) designed to assess the skills needed for future 
success. The respondents ranked strategy formulation/planning 
highest in importance, followed by finance, 
negotiation/consensus-building, and human resource development 
[Ref 12]. 
In a similar study, Reagan reported that a 
practitioner-based assessment of baccalaureate-level skills 
and knowledge needs ranked interpersonal skills, knowledge of 
the health care sector. and financial management among the 
most important [Ref 13]. 
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In a Delphi study cosponsored by Arthur Andersen and 
Company and the American College of Healthcare Executives 
(~99~), Weil and Herman sought to forecast trends in delivery, 
financing, and utilization of health care through ~996 which 
involved over 2600 physicians, hospital executives, board 
chairs, and purchasers. This study was characterized by 
strong predictions of heightened volatility in relations 
between hospitals and medical staffs. The cause of this 
volatility was thought to arise from continued pressures for 
cost control, increasing demands for provider disclosure of 
adverse outcomes and other performance indicators, and changes 
in physician payment driven by implementation of resource-
based relative value scales (Ref. 14]. 
In the graduate education arena, the debate seems to 
be centered around the differences and/or relevance of the 
type of graduate program that best prepares students to fill 
these health care executive roles. Graduate programs are 
expected to produce persons who are both knowledgeable about 
the field in which they plan to be employed and skilled in 
carrying out the many tasks associated with successful 
performance in their future roles. The literature reveals 
criticism towards these professional schools for ignoring the 
real world skills needed for survival and satisfactory role 
performance [Ref. 15] . One viewpoint of a health 
administration practitioner is reflected in Nurkin's 
observation that "educators and practitioners have grawn 
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remote" and need -to establish [communication] linkages 
between education and practice- [Ref. 16]. Looking at the 
role of the university as a whole, Lynton suggests that 
professional schools may have overemphasized the value of 
cognitive rationality and must redirect their efforts to 
"broaden [their] approach to provide competence rather than 
mere knowledge and to stimulate occupational and civic 
effectiveness and not only analytical capability- [Ref. 17:p. 
4]. Additionally, he recognized the need for further linkages 
between theoretical analysis and practical experience with 
emphasis on the interpersonal, affective, and other 
noncognitive dimensions of professional life. weil urges 
Mboth faculty and students to be more practice oriented and to 
develop more opportunities for students to use and apply 
classroom learning realistic settings. ft [Ref. 15:p. 8] 
80th graduate heal th administration programs and MBA 
programs have received criticism for failing to bridge the gap 
between theory and practice [Ref. 15J. Myrsiades and Walker, 
in their observation of graduate health administration 
programs, suggest that: 
Graduate health administration programs, it appears, have 
adequately presented the framework of theory, the 
cognitive elements of professional education, the 
techniques of analysis, and the methodologies of their 
several disciplines. It is the developtnent of Rreal 
world" skills and the practical integration of academic 
knowledge and those skills that has often been left to the 
uncertainties of the administrative residency, internship, 
or clerkship experience. [Ref. 15 :p. 8] 
While receiving praises for its effectiveness in cognitive 
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learning, the MBA program has been criticized for its lack of 
relevance. Rehder and Porter observe that ~the MBA 
specialists produced in the last twenty-five years are, it 
seems, no longer what American business needs. A new kind of 
MBA program with a distinctly humanistic and creative 
perspective would emphasize the non-cognitive qualities that 
MBAs need to become leaders" [Ref. 17:p. 52]. 
The evident theme prevalent in the heal th care 
managernent literature is the dissatisfaction with the 
n leaders" that are being produced by management education 
programs such as the MBA and the MHA. While there have been 
considerable advancements in the education of health care 
executives, there still seems to be a missing link that would 
provide the "non-cognitive qualities" [Ref. 17:p. 52] 
necessary to become effective leaders. This missing link may 
not be available through conventional management education 
degree programs. Continuing education through short courses 
and seminars as well as the good old-fashioned "school of hard 
knocks" may be the only answers to bridging this educational 
gap. These issues will be further explored in the fOllowing 
section. 
C. BDt7CATJ:ON AND 'l'RADI'DIG m 'rBB U. S _ NAVY HBDlCAL 
DUAlt.TJIBHT 
The three basic career development processes necessary for 
officer to develop well-rounded qualifications are 
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education, training, and work experience [Ref. 6:p. 4J.]. 
Education provides the opportunity to enhance knowledge and 
skill with the emphasis on intellectual rather than technical 
orientation. As a complement to education, training is more 
specific to the problem or job and tends to be more 
technically oriented. Work experience provides the 
opportunity for the officer to apply the knowledge and skills 
acquired through education and training. 
Oglesby encourages health care executives to "continually 
develop or stretch" through the establishment of a set of 
activities which will allow for this development [Ref. 18:p. 
18]. Burke suggests that "renewal is a continuous, lifelong 
process requiring constant learning. Individual executives 
would do well to develop a framework for renewal in their 
careers and organizations. ~ [Ref. 18:p. 13J This need for 
the "lifelong process" is eloquently expressed in the U. S. 
Navy Medical Department Officer's Career Guide: 
Education and training can and should be a lifelong 
process. A portion Of each Medical Department officer's 
career development should focus on education and training 
through a combination of individual studies, short 
courses, seminars, conferences, service college courses, 
and postgraduate education, either Navy-sponsored or self-
funded. Continual learning is essential to keeping 
current both as a naval officer and a health care 
professional. 
The U. S. Navy Medical Department Officer Career Guide 
(Ref. 6) provides the Medical Service Corps with specific 
career guidance concerning education and training. This 
guidance includes the provision of general career planning 
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guidelines that help individual officers to map out a career 
strategy to include a wide diversification of management 
positions. Appendix D outlines the basic principles of career 
development and presents developmental objectives for the 
officer career phases. Appendix E is a graphical presentation 
of the career planning chart for MSC officers. The 
educational opportunities appropriate for the different career 
phases are presented in Appendix F. 
The educational opportunities available to the Navy 
Medical Department seem to be endless. These opportunities 
include postgraduate education as well as service short 
Appendix G lists the postgraduate educational 
opportunities available to the Medical Department. Additional 
information concerning the course content is presented in 
Appendix H. A list of the service short courses is presented 
in Appendix I with their descriptions in Appendix J. 
Evident here is the importance being placed on continuing 
education for officers in the Navy Medical Department. 
However, due to the clinical responsibilities of the MC, NC, 
DC, and AH specialists, the pursuit of these educational 
opportunities is not always an option for the individuals in 
these corps. The HCAs, on the other hand, are placed into 
management positions virtually upon being commissioned into 
the Navy. And, without the clinical responsibilities of the 
other corps, HCAs have the time and are highly encouraged to 
pursue the many educational opportunities which are available. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 
This study examines the effects of education attainment 
and management experience of senior Navy medical department 
executives in an attempt to isolate those variables that 
affect their perceived management capabilities. Data from a 
survey administered by the Naval Postgraduate School were 
analyzed to address these issues across Navy medical 
department corps with emphasis on the Medical Service Corps 
Health Care Administrators (HCA). The hypothesis under 
consideration in this thesis is that skill levels reported by 
HCAs I which were higher than those reported by members of the 
other corps, were due to educational attainment and management 
experience. 
This thesis addresses the following questions: 
1. How does educational level explain the differences 
between the perceived current and required managerial 
capabilities reported by the Medical Service Corps Health 
Care Administrator respondents? 
2. How does managerial experience explain the differences 
between the perceived current and required managerial 
capabilities reported by the Medical Service Corps Health 
Care Administrator respondents? 
A. SURVEY INSTR.tJMEN'l' 
The background and development of the survey questionnaire 
(Appendix A) is discussed in Chapter I of this thesis. The 
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questionnaire is divided into two sections: (1) Part ~ which 
is divided into eight major management categories with a total 
of sixty questions and a section that asks the respondents to 
rate the management education requirements for each of the 
major categories; and (2) Part 2 which seeks the demographics 
of the respondents well their management 
education/training background. 
1. lIallaging a Military Medical Treatment Facility . 
Part 1 
Part one of the survey instrument was designed to 
measure three aspects of the respondent's perceptions of 
executive management in Navy medicine (as quoted from ref. 5, 
p. 34): 
1. Their current level of managerial skills for each of the 
sixty managerial activities questions contained in the 
questionnaire. 
2. Their perception of the required level of skill for each 
of the sixty management activities an executive must have to 
function effectively in the respondent's current role in 
Navy Medicine. 
3. Given the scenario of a management education program 
being developed for executives in their current managerial 
role, the respondent was requested to indicate the level of 
need they would attach to each of the major managerial 
activity groups. However, while the term "priority" is used 
to describe the assigned level of need, it should not be 
inferred that the eight managerial activity groups are being 
ranked against each other. The intent was for each activity 
group to receive a rating indicating the level of 
educational need within that group. 
The sixty managerial activity questions 
structured so the respondents could provide what they 
2. 
perceived to be their current and required level of skill for 
each of the questions on a rating scale of "0" to "10". A 
rating of "0" represents no knowledge or ability in the area, 
"1" to "3" represents a low level, "4" to "7" represents a 
moderate level, and "8" to "10" represents a high level. 
This thesis focuses on the current and required skills 
of the respondents to determine the skill gaps. Previous 
studies have isolated the positive skill gaps of the 
respondents in determining the education "needs" areas. This 
thesis isolates the negative skill gaps of the respondents 
that would indicate a higher perceived current skill level 
than what is required for the management area. 
2. Managing a Hilitary Medical Treatment Facility ~ 
Part II 
Part II of the questionnaire was designed to provide 
background information of the individual respondents. The 
first subsection of part II provides the demographic data for 
the respondents including basic individual and job experience 
information. The second subsection, "Management Education/ 
Training Background, n provides management education and 
training data for the respondents including traditional 
undergraduate and postgraduate programs, non~traditional 
civilian programs, and various short courses provided by the 
military. Professional organization affiliation was also 
requested, however these data were not used in this thesis. 
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B. SURVEY RESPOND:&:N'1'S 
The survey questionnaire was mailed out to 720 senior Navy 
health care executives on 14 November 1992 and the last 
questionnaires used in this analysis were returned on 14 
January 1993. A total of 476 responses were received. 
Thirteen of the 720 questionnaires sent out were returned as 
"undeliverable, n which resulted in using 707 vice the original 
count of 720 for purposes of computing the return rate of 67 
percent. EUMED provided a listing of senior health care 
executives that were targeted for this survey. The recipients 
of the survey include: all incumbent Commanding Officers, 
Executive Officers, Officers-in-Charge, and Directors: all 
officers currently being screened for Commanding Officer and 
Executive Officer billets; key health care executives in the 
operational forces and headquarters commands; specialty 
advisors; and medical department flag officers. 
C. PROCBDlJRES 
Frequency analyses were utilized for all data fields to 
extract the usable data in this thesis. This procedure 
eliminated any entries without complete data. Thus, the total 
sample size varied slightly from the original 476 survey 
respondents on several of the questions as well as the 
demographic descriptors. For all statistical work, the 
Statistical Application System {SAS) version 5.18 on the Naval 
Postgraduate SChool's mainframe computer was utilized. 
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The respondents used for this analysis represented 
virtually every executive position in Navy Medicine. The 
proportions of surveys that were received tracked very closely 
with the proportions that were sent out, which validates the 
conclusion that this analysis is based on a representative 
sample of the population being considered. 
1. Perception of Management Capability By Corps 
Frequency analyses were performed across all 60 
questions and broken out by corps. The sample size for this 
breakdown varies slightly among each of the statistical 
procedures due to inconsistent responses provided to certain 
questions. The results of this frequency analysis verified 
the study performed by the NPS faculty [Ref. 2], which 
revealed that the HCAs have the fewest number of people 
reporting that the required skills for management skill areas 
exceeded their current skills (positive management skill 
gaps). If the skill gap created by the answers indicated a 
negative delta or a delta of ~O, ~ the response was grouped 
into a category of "good" deltas. These individuals felt 
their current level of skill was greater than or equal to that 
required for the management area. 
In conducting the analysis, the average percentages of 
"good" deltas were evaluated across the 2~ management 
categories to examine relationships with corps affiliation. 
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2. Perc.eption of Management Capability by Traditional 
Undergraduate/Graduate Management Programs 
This analysis first establishes the management 
background of the respondents by performing cross -tabulations 
on the "Management Education/Training Background" responses as 
a function of corps (HCA, AH, Me, DC, and NC). The HCA 
cohort is then isolated to determine the effects of having 
some type of management degree on the percentages of "good" 
deltas. The management degrees that are included in the 
anal ysiS include the "traditional graduate/undergraduate 
management degrees· listed in the demographic section of 
Appendix A, i.e., Bachelors in Business Administration (BBA) , 
Bachelors of Science in Hospital Administration (BSHCA), 
Masters in Business Administration (MBA), Masters of Science 
in Health Care Administration (MHA), and a category i n whi ch 
respondents reported to having some type of management degree 
other than those mentioned (OTHERG). 
The HCA respondents were separate d in two cohorts for 
this analysis. Those individuals reporting any of the 
aforementioned "tradition graduate/undergraduate management 
degrees" were grouped into a "some" category and those 
individuals who had no management degrees grouped into a 
"none" category. These categories were examined to establish 
trends exhibited by the "some" cohort. 
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3. Perception of Management Capability by Service Short 
Course 
This analysis was conducted isolating the HCA cohort. 
One of the important areas developed in the literature is the 
importance of continuing education for health 
professionals. The number of short courses taken by the 
respondents indicates a conunitment by the respondents to 
individual professional development through service 
educational opportunities. 
The overall population was first analyzed by medical 
conum.mi ty to see if there is any dominance of short course 
attendance. The HCA cohort was then isolated to determine the 
effects of the number of short courses attended on the "good" 
deltas. Respondents were grouped into three categories for 
analysis; 0 to 2 courses taken, 3 to 4 courses taken, and over 
5 courses taken. These categories were then examined across 
the 21 management categories to establish direct relationships 
between number of short courses taken and the percentages of 
"good~ deltas. 
4. Perception of Management Education by Management 
Experience 
A final analysis was conducted to isolate variables 
that reflect the HCA respondents' previous management 
experience while in the Navy. The variables used for this 
analysis include "Years in a Management position" (YRSMGPOS), 
"Number of Management Positions" (MGRPQSj. "Months as a 
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Commanding Officer (CO» n (MOSCO), and "Months as an Executive 
Officer (XO))" (MOSXO). Respondents provided the data for 
this analysis in the demographic section of the survey (Part 
II). Each of these variables were coded into categories based 
on the distribution of the responses. These categories are 
developed in the following chapter. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results published by Crawford, et al. [Ref. 2] 
indicated that the HCA respondents reported fewer skill gaps 
as a group when compared to the other groups (i. e., MC, NC, 
DC, and AH). It was suggested that "given the management 
oriented training and education necessary for the HCA 
profession, and a management career track commencing at entry 
level, it stands to reason that this group probably perceives 
less of a need for education in management than others. II [Ref. 
2:p. 19]. 
This chapter examines the education and management 
background variables introduced in Part II of the survey 
(Appendix A) for the purpose of identifying the variables 
relating to these "negative~ or ngood~ deltas, which are more 
prevalent in the HCA responses. This chapter begins with an 
overview of the demographics of the HCA respondents. An 
overview of the entire population of respondents is provided 
in Reference 5. Subsequent sections present the analysis of 
the "good ft deltas produced by the survey respondents with 
emphasis on the management education and experience variables 
discussed in the previous chapter. 
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A. DEMOGRAPHICS AND NON- IDENTIPYING PERSONAL DATA 
While the following data provide a general description of 
the survey population, the information is self reported, which 
may inconsistencies and that are not 
identifiable. 
1. OVerall Breakdown by Medical Community 
Table III displays the population data utilized in 
this thes is broken down by medical community. These data were 
generated by frequency distribution procedures performed 
Table III 
SURVEY RESPONDENTS BY MEDICAL COMMUNITY 
CORPS PlUlQ1lENCY PERCENT 
MEDICAL 154 36.3 
DENTAL 97 22.9 
MEDICAL SERVICE - HeA 93 21.9 
MEDICAL SERVICE - AH 30 7.1 
NURSE 50 11. 8 
utilizing the Statistical Analysis Software (BAS) package on 
the mainframe computer at NPS. These data may differ slightly 
from the data used in the original analysis [Ref. 21 due to 
procedural differences. community subspecialty codes were 
used to separate the Medical Service Corps {MSCj officers into 
Health Care Administrators (HCA) and Allied Health (AH) 
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segments. When this procedure was introduced in the data, 
forty-one MSCs previously identified as responding to the 
survey were dropped from. the analysis because of failure to 
provide a subspecialty code. Additionally, five respondents 
included in an "other" category were excluded because of the 
small sample size. The final data size for this analysis was 
422. 
2. IIaDk 
Table IV illustrates the breakdown of the HCA group by 
rank. Consistent with the targeted population of Rseniorw 
Navy Medical Department executives, 79.5 percent of the HCA 
respondents hold the rank of Commander and above with the 
Captain cohort representing 46.2 percent of the respondents. 
'l'abla IV 
MSC (HCA) RESPONDENTS BY RANK 
PUQ1JBNCY PBRCBN'l' 
CAPTAIN (O-6) 43 46.2 
COMMANDER (O-5) 31 33.3 
LIEUTENANT COMMANDER (0-4) 17 18.3 
LIEUTENANT (0 - 3) 2.2 
TOTAL 100 
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3. Organizat.ional Po.it.ioll 
Table V shows the organizational position occupied by 
the HCA respondents at the time of the survey. Because of the 
large number of different organizational positions reported. 
Tabla V 
MSC (HCA) RESPONDENTS BY POSITION 
Poait.ion Prequency Percent. 
Commanding Officer < 12 6.5 
Commandinq Officer :> 12 11 ll.8 
Executive Officer < 12 10 10.8 
Executive Officer > 12 10 lO.8 
Director 40 43 




the seven cohorts displayed in Table V were constructed by 
condensing su:tVey responses into like categories. The 
Commanding Officer and Executive Officer categories are 
expressed in terms of months, i.e., nCommanding Officer < 12" 
would be a respondent that was in a Commanding Officer billet 
for less than twelve months. Appendix Ie provides the 
breakdown of the responses placed into each cohort. 
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B. PERCEPTION OF MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY BY MEDICAL ComrouITY 
Appendix L presents the table of negative and zero deltas 
that represent the "good" deltas (i.e., deltas where the 
current skill level exceeds that required for a management 
skill area) for each of the 60 questions across each medical 
community. The numbers reported in the table represent 
percentages of the population that reported "good" deltas for 
each question. The HCA cohort reported a higher number of 
"good~ deltas in 16 of the 21 management categories. These 
findings are somewhat consistent with those reported in 
Reference 2 that noted that the HCA respondents rated their 
current skill levels higher than the ather groups in 13 of the 
21 categories. The number of categories with "good" deltas 
was slightly higher than the findings in Reference 2 because 
the "good" deltas included zero deltas as well as negative 
deltas. The findings in Reference 2 included only negative 
deltas as indicators that the respondents' current skill level 
was higher than the perceived required skill level for the 
particular management category. The remainder of this chapter 
explores the management - oriented training and education as 
well as the management career track of the HCAs to determine 
their effect on the perceived management capabilities of the 
survey respondents. 
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C. PERCEPTJ:OH OF HANAGEMENT CAPABILITY BY TRADITIONAL 
lJNDER.GRADUATE/GRADUATE MANAGEKEN'1' PROGRAMS 
1. Management Education/Training Background by Medical 
COlIIIIlUnity 
Appendix M presents the frequencies of management 
education and training programs by medical community. 
Included here are a variety of education and training 
experiences that reported in the management 
education/training background section of Part II of the survey 
(Appendix A). The cohort sizes for this analysis were similar 
to that reported in Table III with the following exceptions: 
MaC (AR) - n=30, and MC - n=154, and overall " .. 424. The 
sample size differences caused by reporting 
inconsistencies by the respondents. 
In analyzing corps trends, it is immediately evident 
that the HCA cohort attends the majority of the reported 
"traditional undergraduate/graduate managementft programs as 
illustrated in Table VI. The programs included in this 
section are the Masters in Hospital Administration (MBA), 
Masters in Public Health (MPH) , Masters in Business 
Administration (MBA), Bachelors of Science in Health Care 
Administration (BSRCA), Bachelors in Business Administration 
(BEA), and an "other- category where the respondents listed 
some ather type of graduate/undergraduate management program 
other than those listed. The HCA cohort is responsible for 
over 80 percent of 4 out of the 6 programs listed. 
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Table VI 
TRADITIONAL UNDERGRADUATE/GRADUATE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS 
REPORTED BY HCA RESPONDENTS AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL 
PROGRAM BCA PBRCEN'l' OF 
FREQtJENCY OVERALL DEGREES 
MIlA 21 95.5 
MPH 4 9.8 
MBA 23 82.1 
BS (HCA) 20 80 
BBA 3 100 
OTHER 2. 49.1 
TOTAL 97 56.4 
Additionally, 56.4 percent of the traditional undergraduate/ 
graduate degrees reported by the overall population are held 
by HCA respondents. 
2. Survey Responses by ·Some" Versus "None" Tradi tional 
undergraduate/Graduate Degree 
This analysis is performed on the HCA cohort to 
examine the effects of having some type of management 
education on the "good" deltas. For this analysis. the "some" 
cohort includes anyone with any of the "traditional 
undergraduate/graduate management degrees" discussed in the 
previous section. 
Table VII presents the total survey population broken 
down by medical community for the "some" versus -none" 
management education categories. As displayed in the table, 
the HCA cohort represents 53.03 percent of the 132 total 
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Table vu 
TABLE OF OVERALL RESPONSES FOR "SOME" MANAGEMENT EDUCATION 
VERSUS ~NONER BY MEDICAL COMMUNITY 
CORPS RSOMBR -NONE- TOTAL PBRCENT OF TOTAL 
RCA 70 23 93 53.03 
AM 12 18 30 9.09 
Me 34 120 154 25.76 
NC 9 41 50 6.82 
DC 7 90 97 5.30 
TOTAl 132 292 424 31.13 
respondents that indicated having same type of management 
degree. The common suggestion throughout this thesis is that 
the higher percentage of "good" deltas reported by the RCA 
cohort was due to their management education and experience 
backgrounds. This analysis determines the effects of 
management education on the responses. 
The data for this analysis are presented in Appendix 
N. The results of this analysis reveal that the cohort that 
reported having "none" management education reported higher 
percentages of "good" deltas in 18 of the 21 management 
categories as displayed in Table VIII. Those individuals who 
reported having "some" type of management degree reported 
higher percentages of "good" deltas in productivity/outcomes 




PERCENT OF HCA RESPONDENTS REPORTING "GOOD" SKILL GAPS AS A 
FUNCTION OF TRADITIONAL MANAGEMENT EDUCATION 
MANAGEMENT CATEGORY -SOMER RNONE-
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
ED1JCATJ:ON EDUCATION 
Decision Making/problem 52.9 64.4 
Solvinq 
Communications 45.9 57.5 
Quantitative Analysis 40.0 41.3 
Information Management 38.6 41. 3 
Managing Quality 42.9 43.5 
Strateqic Planning 39.3 47.8 
Systems Perspective 62.7 71. a 
Financial Mana-.9"ement 49.7 47.8 
Personnel Management 57.4 62.3 
Materials Management 56.7 59.4 
productivity/OUtcomes 48.6 34.8 
Management 
Facilities Manaqement 51.0 56.5 
GrouD Dvnan'!ics 48.9 71.7 
Individual Behavior 46.4 70.7 
organizational Design 47.1 67.4 
Labor/Management Relations 45.7 43.5 
Conflict Resolution 37.1 60.9 
Mana~~g_ Chanqe/Technoloqy 42.9 52.2 
Alternative Health Care 34.3 39.1 
Delivery Systems 
Leqal Issues 55.0 57.2 
Ethics 55.7 65.2 
" 
The findings from this analysis indicate that having 
type of management degree doesn't seem to affect the 
perceptions of managerial competence among the HCA cohort. An 
additional analysis of the "some" versus "none" cohorts with 
respect to the managerial experience variables discussed in 
Chapter III reveals that the "none" cohort has more management 
experience as a commanding officer (CO) and as an executive 
officer (XO) as displayed in Table IX. It is expected that 
this dominance in CO/XC experience may account for the higher 
percentages of "good" deltas for the "none" cohort. This 
finding is further explored in the following sections. 
Table IX 
TABLE OF MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE VARIABLES FOR "SOME" VERSUS 




D. PERCEPTION OP HANAGBMEN'l' CAPABILITY BY SERVICE SHORT 
COURSE 
The service short courses used in this analysis and the 
abbreviations used in Appendix M are presented in Table X. 
Appendix M provides the frequencies, by medical community, of 
the short courses taken by the respondents used in this 
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Table X 
SERVICE SHORT COURSES WITH ABBREVIATIONS 
SHORT COURSE 
Prosoeetive Commandin Office:>::/Executiva Office:>:: 
Interagency Institute for Federal Health Care 
Executives 
Leader Pevelopment (Command) 
Leader Devalo nt (Senior) 
Leader Development (Intermediate) 
Strategic Medical Readiness and Contingency 
Course 
Management Developrnrult Course 
Financial and Material Managell\ent 
Patient Services Administration 
AllBREVIATION 
analysis. There are no evident trends across medical 
communities that would indicate that one corps had dominated 
attendance at one of the courses except in the financial and 
materials management and the patient services administration 
courses, which are normally offered exclusively to HCAs. 
The short courses listed in Table X are grouped together 
to analyze the impact of the "number of short courses 
attended" on the percentages of ftgood" deltas reported by the 
HCA cohort. For purposes of analysis. the short courses 
attended are added together for each HCA respondent and the 
total courses taken is used to group the respondents into the 
categories presented in Table XI. 
Those respondents who indicated having 5 or more short 
courses reported higher percentages of "good" deltas in all 2~ 
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Table XI: 
CATEGORIES FOR NUMBER OF SHORT COURSBS TAKEN FOR HCA 
RESPONDENTS 
COURSES PREQtTBN'Cy PERCEH'l' OJ!' TOTAL 
a TO 2 27 29 
3 OR 4 42 45 
5 OR MORE 24 26 
TOTAL 93 100 
categories as compared to the other two cohorts. The results 
are displayed in Table XII. The HCA respondents seem to be 
more confident of their abilities after they have completed 5 
or more short courses. The detailed results for each of the 
60 questions are presented in Appendix O. 
B. PERCEPTION OP KANAGEMENT CAPABILITY BY MANAGBHBN'I' 
EXPBRIENCE 
In order to establish the effects of management experience 
the perceptions of management capabilities of the 
respondents, the following variables were isolated: YRSMGPOS, 
MGRPOS, MOSCO, and MOSXO. These variables are discussed in 
Chapter III and represent Years in a Management position, 
Number of Management Positions, Months as a commanding 
Officer, and Months as an Executive Officer, respectively. 
Table IX in Section C of this chapter suggested that the 
higher commanding officer/executive officer experience 
reported by the cohort with "none" management education may 
have been the cause of the higher percentages of "good" deltas 
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Table XII 
PERCENTAGES OF RCA RESPONDENTS REPORTING "GOOD" SKILL GAPS FOR 




























reported by that cohort in that analysis. This analysis will 
explore the relationship of these management experience 
variables on the RCA cohort. 
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Table XIII shows the means for the management experience 
variables across each of the medical communities. The 
averages for the HCA cohort are higher than the overall 
averages in each of the four categories. Furthermore, the HCA 
cohort holds a distinct advantage in the YRSMGPOS and t«;RPOS 
categories. 
Table XIl:I 
TABLE OF MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE VARIABLES AS A FUNCTION OF 
MEDICAL COMMUNITY 
VARIABLE RCA All Me NC DC AVERAGE 
YRSM:;POS 15.4 9.2 5.8 9.7 5.7 9.2 
MGRPOS 6.5 3.1 2.4 4.3 2.6 3.8 
MOSCO 10.1 10.3 3.1 6.6 13.5 9.36 
MOSXO 15.7 9.3 2.6 6.7 17.6 11.1 
1. Years in a Management Position 
Table XIV displays the distribution for Myears in a 
management positionM for the RCA community. Appendix p 
presents the comprehensive data for the RCA cohort across the 
60 questions. 
The data in Table IV indicate that 79.5 percent of the HCA 
cohort held the rank of 0-5 or above; however, the data in 
Table XIV indicate that only 45 percent of the RCA cohort 
report having 16 or more years in a management position. 
Given the fact that it would take at least 16 years of service 
as an officer for an RCA to reach the rank of 0-5, these data 
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Table XIV 
YEARS SPENT IN A MANAGEMENT POSITION FOR HCA COHORT 
YRSKGPOS FREQUERCY PERCENT OF TOTAL 
o TO 10 22 24 
10.5 TO 15 29 31 
16 TO 20 25 27 
OVER 20 17 18 
TOTAL 93 100 
indicate that the more senior HCA personnel don't consider all 
of their career to have been in management positions. This 
finding may have been due to the wording of the question that 
inquired about "years in a managerial position" and "number of 
managerial positions." For these questions, "managerial" is 
defined as "50% of ~ involved in managerial (non-clinical) 
tasks. n This finding will be further explored in the 
following section to see if this was due to misunderstanding 
of the question. 
Table x:v displays only the management categories that 
showed direct relationships between YRSMGPOS and the 
percentages of "good" deltas. All of the categories are shown 
in Appendix P. The largest differences across the "years in 
a management position" occur in financial management and 
labor/management relations. 
For the financial management category, the ~over 20" 
cohort reports the highest percentages of "good" deltas in 
questions 1 through 3, of the category, which deal with 
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Table XV 
TABLE OF MANAGEMENT CATEGORIES EXHIBITING DIRECT RELATIONSHIPS 
BETWEEN YRSMGPOS AND THE PERCENTAGE OF "GOODn DELTAS FOR HCA 
RESPONDENTS 




! Managing Qualitv 36.4 41.4 44.0 50.0 
Strategic Planning 31.8 41.4 44.0 50.0 
Financial 34.5 41.4 56.0 58.0 
Management 
Personnel 50.0 55.2 64.8 66.7 
Management 




27.3 41.4 56.0 58.8 
Facilities 36.4 50.6 61.3 62.7 
Management 
Labor/ Management 22.7 48.3 52.0 58. a 
Relations 
Managing Change/ 36.4 44.8 48.0 52.9 
Technology 
financial statements, funding sources and limitations, and 
operating and capital budgets respectively. These areas are 
normally under the purview of more senior officers because of 
their critical nature. 
The same rationale used to explain the financial 
management categories can be applied to labor/management 
relations. It would stand to reason that the responsibility 
for dealing with labor issues would be with the roore senior 
officers, making it hard to gain experience in this area for 
junior persolUlel. 
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The lowest percentages of "good n deltas occurred in 
productivity/outcomes management and labor/management 
relations, which would indicate that these are areas where 
junior officers may need education. 
2. Number of Management Positions 
The distribution for this analysis is displayed in 
Table XVI. The comprehensive data for this analysis are 
presented in Appendix Q. 
Table XVI 
NUMBER OF MANAGEMENT POSITIONS FOR THE HCA COHORT 
KGRPOS FREQUENCY PERCENT OF TOTAL 
o TO 4 26 28 
5 TO 7 33 35 
8 AND OVER 34 37 
TOTAL 93 100 
Considering the fact that the length of a normal tour 
of duty in the medical community is about 3 years, the data in 
Table XVI is consistent with the reported rank structure in 
Table IV. Table XVI indicates that 72 percent of the HCA 
cohort reports occupying 5 or more management positions. If 
each of these positions lasted about 3 years, this would 
account for 15 or more years of service, which is about the 
time an HCA would be eligible for the 0-5 ranking. These data 
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would seem to indicate that the HCA cohort feels that the 
majority of their jobs are in management positions, which 
contradicts the findings of the previous section for "years in 
a management position." This contradiction would seem to 
indicate a misunderstanding of the definition of "managerial ~ 
position used in the questionnaire [Ref. 1]. The career path 
of HCAs, as discussed in Reference 6, is designed to put HCAs 
in managerial positions at the beginning of their careers and 
allow them to progress through positions that allow for 
increased responsibility. 
Table XVII reveals only those management categories 
that represent direct relationships between the number of 
management positions and the percentages of "good" deltas 
Table XVII 
TABLE OF MANAGEMENT CATEGORIES DEMONSTRATING DIRECT 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH MGTPOS AND PERCENTAGE OF "GOOD" DELTAS FOR 
HCA RESPONDENTS 
XANAGEMENT CATEGOR.Y o TO 4 5 TO 7 8 AND OVER 
Quantitative Analysis 32.7 37.9 48.5 
Strategic Planning 30.8 45.5 45.6 
Financial Management 33.8 50.9 59.4 
Personnel Management 52.6 58.6 63.3 
Materials Management 50.0 51.5 52.9 
Productivity/OUtcomes 26.9 51.5 52.9 
Management 
Facilities Management 42.3 55.6 56.9 
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::::eported by tr.e HCA cohort. FinanclO'.l management dnd 
productl.vity/outcomes management provide t!:1e largest 
differences between the "0 to 4" cohort ;:ind the "over 8" 
cohort. As mentloned in the analysis of "years in a 
managerr.ent posltion," the eJq)ertise gal ned :'n the finanCl.al 
management arena is normally only available to the more senior 
HCAS because of the critical nature of this area. 
Although materials management is listed with the 
management categories demonstrating positlve relationships 
wi th MGTPOS, the ::'ncreasE' of only 2.9 percentage points across 
the cohorts does not indicate that this cat:egory can be 
cor.sidered as acquiring increasing knowledge as a function of 
the number of management positions. The lowest percentage of 
"good" deltas occurred in productivity/outcomes management. 
3. Months as an Executive Officer 
The :requency distributlon for "months as an executive 
officer" is presented In Table XVIII. The tctal sample size 
fo::: t!l.is analysls was only 87 becausE' of the lncor.slstencies 
in the responses provlded. Appendix R presents the respor:ses 
for the 60 questions. 
The nonnal rank of an executive officer in an MTF lS 
0-5 to 0-6 depending on the size of the facility. Table IV 
indicates that 77.5 percent of the HCAs are 0-5 and above. 
The data in Tab::e XVIII indicate that only 56 percer.t of '::.he 
HCA cohort: are reporting experience as an executive officer, 
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Table XVIII 
TABLE OF MONTHS AS AN EXECUTIVE OFFICER FOR THE HCA COHORT 
MOSXO FREQUENCY PERCENT OF TOTAL I 
I 
NONE 38 44 I 
1 TO 24 26 30 I 
OVER 24 23 26 I 
TOTAL 87 100 II 
which would imply that 21.5 percent of the eligible HCA cohort 
has not been in an executive officer position. 
The management categories that demonstrate direct 
relationships with MOSXO and the percentages of "good" deltas 
are displayed in Table XIX. Labor/management relations and 
alternative health care delivery systems account for the 
largest differences across the categories. Those individuals 
Table XIX 
TABLE OF MANAGEMENT CATEGORIES EXHIBITING DIRECT RELAT:ONSHIPS 
WITH PERCENTAGES OF "GOOD" DEL7AS AND MOSXO FOR HCA 
RESPONDENTS 
MANAGEMENT CATEGORY NONE 1 TO 2. OVER 24 
Financial Management 45 48.5 60.9 
Productivity/outcomes 39.5 46.2 56.5 
Management 
Organizational Design 48.7 50 52.2 
Labor/Management 34.2 50 56.5 
Relatlons 
Alternative Health Care 26.3 38.5 47.8 
Delivery Systems 
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with no experience as an executive officer are only reporting 
34.2 and 26.3 percent "good" deltas, respectively, for these 
two management areas, which would indicate a need for 
education in these areas for individuals with no experience as 
an executive officer. 
4. Months as a Commanding Officer 
Table XX displays the frequency distribution for 
"months as a commanding officer" for the HCA cohort. Again, 
the total sample size of 85 differs slightly from the sample 
sizes used in previous analyses due to reporting errors and 
inconsistencies. 
Table XX 
TABLE OF MONTHS AS A COMMANDING OFFICER FOR HCA COHORT 
KOSCO FREQUENCY PERCENT OF TOTAL II 
NONE 55 65.0 !I 
1 TO 24 15 17,5 I 
OVER 24 15 17.5 ,I 
TOTAL 85 100 II 
The highest level of management within the medical 
community (or any community) would be at the Commanding 
Officer level, The normal rank for a cammanding officer would 
be an 0-6. Additionally, this individual should have 
demonstrated an outstanding background of leadership in order 
to be considered for this position. While 46.2 percent of the 
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RCA cohort are 0-6 (Table IV), only 35 percent of the RCA 
cohort have any experience as a commanding officer, which 
would indicate that 11.2 percent of the 0 - 6 cohort have not 
been in a commanding officer billet. 
Due to extremely small sample sizes i n the "1 to 24" and 
the "over 24" cohorts. large changes in the percentages of 
"good" deltas can be attributed to subsequent small changes in 
the responses. The management categories that display a 
direct relationship with MOSCO are displayed in Table XXI. 
Table XXI 
TABLE OF MANAGEMENT CATEGORIES EXHIBITING DIRECT RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH PERCENTAGES OF "GOOD" DELTAS AND MOSCO FOR RCA 
RESPONDENTS 
MANAGEMENT CATEGORY NONE 1 TO 24 OVER 24 
Financial Manaqement 46.5 54.7 61. 3 
Facilities Management 47 .9 57.8 62.2 
Organizational Design 47.3 56.7 56.7 
Conflict Resolution 40.0 46.7 46.7 
Alternative Health Care 30.9 40.0 53.3 
Delivery Systems 
Alternative health care delivery systems provides the 
large st increases in the percentages of "good" deltas with 
respect to the distribution displayed in Table XX. Similar to 
the findings in the "months as an executive officer" analysis, 
the "none" cohort only reports 30.9 percent "good" deltas in 
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this category. It stands to reason that this management area 
will normally be the responsibility of only the most senior 
officers within a Military Treatment Facility because of the 
costs and politics involved in dealing with alternative health 
care delivery systems. However, because of a rapidly changing 
health care environment, which is shifting towards emphasizing 
cost cutting by utilizing alternative health care delivery 
systems. this management area is becoming one of utmost 
importance and should be stressed in any management education 
program. 
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IV. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Previous research [Ref. 2] indicated that fewer members of 
the HCA corrununity reported management skill gaps as compared 
to health care executives from the other corps. That is, the 
HCA cohort was least likely to report that their current 
management skills were less than those required for the 
positions they held. The authors of the research suggested 
that management-oriented training and education, as wel l as a 
managemen t career track corrunencing at entry level, were the 
maj or contributors to this perceived management expertise. 
This thesis was designed to further explore those results. 
The analyses conducted in the present research support the 
conclusions and recorrunendations described below. 
A. PERCEPTION OP HANAGEMEN'I' CAPABILI"rY BY TRADITIONAL 
UNDERGRADUATE/GRADUATE DEGREE 
This analysis was performed isolating the HCA cohort to 
see what effect management education had on their responses. 
Those individual s who reported having "some" type of 
management degree (one or more) were separated from those 
reporting no management education ("none") to see if 
management education was driving the higher percentages of 
"good" del tas . 
The " some" cohort reported higher percentages of "good" 
deltas (current ski lls are equal to or greater than required 
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skills) in only 3 of the 21 management skill categories. 
Those categories were productivity/outcomes management, 
labor/management relations, and materials management. These 
results indicate that management education is not a major 
contributor to the respondents' perceptions of higher skills 
than what is required for the management categories. An 
analysis of the "none n cohort revealed that this cohort had 
considerable more experience as commanding officers and 
executive officers than the "somen COhort. This finding 
indicates that experience may have more of an impact on the 
respondents' perceptions than education. 
B. PERCEPTION OF MANAGEMEN'r CAPABILITY BY SERVICE SHORT 
COURSE 
The trend evident within this analYSis was that the cohort 
that had attended 5 or more short courses reported a higher 
percentage of "gOOd" deltas in all 21 categories than "0 to 2" 
or the ~3 to 4" cohorts. There were no trends that would 
indicate a direct relationship between the number of short 
courses taken and the "good" deltas. 
C. PERCEPTION OF KANAGEMENT CAPABILITY BY KANAGEMEN'r 
EXPERIENCE 
The variables used to analyze the influence of managerial 
experience on the "good" deltas were "years in a management 
position," "number of management positions," "months as a 
commanding officer," and "months as an executive officer. R 
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The data for the "years in a management posit.ion" and 
wnumber of management positions~ indicate a contradict.ion in 
the responses. This contradict.ion seemed t.o be due to the 
misunderstanding of the wording of the questions concerning 
these variables. A common theme throughout t.his thesis is 
that the HCA cohort spend their careers in management 
pOSitions, which has a direct effect on their confidence in 
their skill levels reflected in the higher percentages of 
"good" deltas in their survey responses. This theme was 
validated in t.he "number of management positions" analysis 
where the HCA cohort reported that the majorit.y of their 
careers were spent in management positions. 
Analyses on all four experience variables revealed a 
direct relat.ionship with financial management., which would 
indicate that as management experience increases, health care 
administrators feel more confident. in their skills in this 
It stands to reason that this an area that should be 
addressed when tailoring educational programs targeted for t.he 
more junior HCAs. Additionally, productivity/outcomes 
management and labor/management relat.ions were consistently 
among the categories exhibiting a direct relationship with the 
"good" deltas as experience increases. These are also 
categories where t.he respondents with the least management. 
experience reported the lowest. percentages of "good" deltas 
among the 21 management categories. These categories should 
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also be stressed in an education program directed at the 
officers with limited management experience. 
OVerall, management experience provided the best inSight 
into the higher percentages of "goad" deltas reported by the 
HCAs. The data indicate that as the HCAs gain more management 
experience, they are more confident about their knowledge in 
the areas that are normally the responsibility of more senior 
officers such as financial management and labor/management 
relations. 
D. ADDITIOBAL CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS 
The data from this thesis indicated that the HCA cohort 
reported more "good" deltas than the other medical communities 
across the 21 management skill areas. Additionally, the RCA 
cohort held the majority of the traditional graduate/ 
undergraduate management degrees. The RCA cohort also 
reported higher averages in the "years in a management 
position" and the "number of management positions" variables. 
These factors indicate that the Medical Service Corps realizes 
the importance of these factors to producing Health Care 
Executives who are both knowledgeable and effective in 
managerial roles. In order to develop effective leaders 
within the other medical communities, management opportunities 
should be made available for those individuals who aspire to 
become leaders within Navy Medicine. Additionally, if the 
other medical community officers are expected to be 
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knowledgeable in the areas of patient services administration 
and financial management, these short courses should be made 
available to all officers within Navy Medicine. 
E. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations are made based on the 
analyses provided in Chapter III and the conclusions provided 
in this chapter: 
1. Additional analyses should be performed to see what is 
causing the "good" deltas with respect to the education 
variables discussed in this thesis, i. e., higher reported 
current skills or low perception of skills required for a 
particular skill area. 
2. The analyses in this thesis were performed, for the most 
part, on the HCA cohort, which ranged in size from 85 to 93 
depending on the statistical technique utilized. This 
resulted in extremely small sample sizes for several of the 
analyses, which precluded the utilization of statistical 
tests for significance of variables such as the Chi Square 
test. This survey should be administered to the entire HCA 
community. 
3. Short courses such as financial and materials management 
and patient services administration should be restructured 
and shortened versions should be made available to all Navy 
Medical Department officers. 
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APPENDIX A. MANAGING A MILITARY MEDICAL TREATMENT 
FACILITY: A SURVEY OF EDUCATIONAL NEEDS 
'rhls .urny is derl;ned 10 lISIa .. your prcapd.on or the knowladge and abfliIY 
required to elfedively mlU1lge health carw facWtiu. flOW and In the future. We will use 
the ",1ll1S of dw aurvey to dhign eecutfge management educatlon;.ro;rama. 
'!'he SUMly 11 hued Dl\ dw~ __ IIZ'IdbeUer. ofcmr lDONrtyMel!Jcal Deparnant 
ueeutive mlU1agers. 8Jieitld 1hrcugb Interviews and a pre~.tIn; proce ... Aa. tuUlt, 
.urveyqLIutloNrlprueflt~mentkrlowiedgellndabilitieJ thatweremo.tfreqt,Ulfitly 
~ned II Meella:)' lor ftIVII;Ing mediell treatmerd faclIitIH. 
Your responses to this survey will become pari or the aggregate al ruponsu from 
ethen currently .erving m eucuijve manl~mllflt position. Ihroughom the Navy Medie.! 
:c.pCUl'llnL The cettnblned mullS will .now 121 to qLlllZ'ltify the Jmporta:\ce c! each 
managamem ski!l ant&. 
An inl'onnatIcm ~red ~ IhIa RI'ftJ' will be coll.~. ifI the a;;re;ate. fI:Ir 
ItI!fItleaJ 11Ie pn!y; The ancnymity c! .ach smvay panicipud. uaured Iince nc need 
amlS. and nc eflort w:i1l be made, 1C idel'ltify Iha panlclplNl. 
Pleue do the IoIlDWing: 
I. Follow !he inltructlcm pro'tided in the.......,. 
2. Cample" Ihls survey wllhIn Iva (B) wmkInv .,.. 
3. Return your completed Wlfty ifllhII pre-ac!c!rened envelope provided 
for that ptEpCIH. 
Il'ycuha. any quelZicnJ. ccmactAdj. Rn.archProlnlor X.fI OrloJf at (40B) 646-3339 
or (DSN) 878-333;. 
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(manaIJuIal - >80" cr_ irNob'Id in mIrIagll'll1 (non-c:\in1c1l) IUkI) 
18. YlanMnricI InllWlllJm.1 poAlionI: __ _ 
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C.Armed Forcu StdCaDlP,i 
C 1ndustrW CoD';' oI'!hI JI.naId Forca 
CN • ...JPQ.llpcfualeSchoot 
CFl.nanclllMUlqImll'll 
o MlnPOWIf 1'lIradnll', '!'rIInIa1l' • .AnaJl'IdI 
c lnI'OI'ma1ioD Sptln. Managemlnt 




C Command and hi 
CNaval.Wartar. 
C Marine eoq,. CoJNnIUld Uld Sta! CoDep 





c ... COOc _________ __ 
N.,.,.'l'rI.d!tkma! ppt!gnylUJI!IEMWtfn Mayptmonl fm!l!ll!!l 
D Ul'IiY WilCDnIIn • MadIacm (MS MrnIrI M.dlcInI) 
D Ph)'l1cia.ns in Management (PIM) Sarla, ACPB 
D ManalJa!Dlnt Education lor Phplclara (MEP),ACMGA. 
cum NOJ1h CatalIna -lion khoIar Pzovnm 
C ComalI Uzdv - lIIabb Eucutlftl Oewalopmem Pro;ram 
C Jobrwon 6 JobnIOI'I - Whartcm. FIlIOWII Program for NloUIn 
C btu Park JnsdMl (aMIW llminar) Obn _________ __ 
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MANACmiQ A MILlTAID"Mrn!O;Y Tjln1'Mf:NT rXCIWTI. pm n 
~ ECUCA'l'IONJTMINING BACmROUND (coNJ 
IjenlaSbClltCmn" 
C PJOlpec:tlvlo Commanding O.l6c.r/Eucvttva omc.r 
C Jnteragem,y Institute fer Federal Health ear. Eu~tinl 




CI Slnte;ic Mediclll Reactine51 and CCl'Iting.ncy 
o Management DewlopnaDt 
OF"IrWIc!al&M.terilllManagenutnl 
o PatlenlSen'icoAdmInIItration 
o Plans. OptradetnalUld Medical Inlelligence 
e Manpower MllIa;e1Mlll: 
o Prcfellional MilitaryCornJllrOller 
1:1 Senior Leadel'l SemJrw (TOL) CO<ho, ________ _ 
C ABMM (Board Certi!ild) 
o ACHE (TllIow) 
D ACMaA (Fellow) 
o ACPE (Fellow) 
AAW!. (J'.Uow) 
C O<ho, _______ _ 
'l'IwIk you !or yew plUllclpatlan!ll. thIa atudy. 1lNW1I1riIl Conn an irla;rlll part of nla.arch 
done ditsc!lldatkantllyfZlgthel=rwlld;e u.d.~ M.ded.IO ..... !y~ heallhC*ll 
facllItlea, now and !II. tt. buN. 
Please return your completed survey (both Parts I &: D) m the envelope proVidad 
for thai PUlPose to the following address: 
SUPERINTENDENT Code AS/Or 
Naval Postgraduate Schoel 
Monterey, CA 9394MiOOO 
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APPENDIX B. CATEGORIZATION OF NPS SURVEY QUESTIONS BASED ON 
DOD APPROACH 




aiska and alurnativ .. 
eommpnlgot.fPni 
DlIv.lop Ii ca:mawdcata vi.ian. 
writino; .ffact.!VIIly 
Providing' t .. dback 
oral. pr. .... t.ot,lmm 
lJ.atenlnq ettact.i .... ly 
auilding' work/auppart. r.lat,icma 
.aprellentlnw tha arqani~atlan 
Tostaring opan ClfllUDUnicationa 
lIaatinq .anavallant 
stat;l.stlcal toala 
~achnillUU u.ad by oa&ptrollp'1I 
Infgnotfen lhnoqrncnt 
Using _neV8:llumt inform.don .,.stems 
undp'atanding the HIS d .. iqn 
Quality illlprovUlent ,..tJaadll 
§tntrgf c planning 




























Opuatinq and capital budqata 
)(a:ll:imbinq be.naUts troll! lrd party payers 
procuremant _yatea 
p'nQDD"l Mnnngm'!Dt 
civilian personnel revs and proc;aduraa 47 
Hilit:ary personnel reqs and procedur.s 48 
Hanpowar and .tattin;' naada 411 
".hrill. MOD'9n'nt 
Propeaala tor naw technoloqy 
DeD/DoN lIIaterials .anai_ant syst_ 
Equipment managlllllsnt prQ9r_. 
Prndupt'yltylpptr;pmtp Mnnagem,nt 




Pacili tie. 11:18n8q_ant ovudqht 
orplli'latiollal •• b.avior 









PrlClllotinq innovation and rillk taking 
or;nnintjgnal Dtsiqn 
Coordination 
crJ/xo ral •• 
Llhprlmnnn;cment Rel,tigp' 


















&It.zonativ ••• altll. car. D.liv.:ry .,..10 ... 
Alloernativ. H.altb car. Dalivery Syst ... 
•• a1th cua Lav &1111 hllOJ' 
Vil'lation. of UCHJ' 
Ncn-ju4i.clal puniahllant. 
Action ,uu~ar tlCIIJ 










APPENDIX C. MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS SPECIAL TffiS 
SPECIALTY COOl!: 
0031 Finandal M t 
Mat'l Log Mgt MATERIALS AND LOGISTICS 
Ops Re.earch 
Computer Tech 







Med Canst. Lia MEDICAL CONSTRUCTION LIAISON 
1805 Plilns/Opti!Med PLANS/OPERATIONS/MEDICAL 
tnt INTELLIGENCE 
Source: BUMIS, MED-5123, ena May 9 
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APPENDIX D. BASIC PRINCIPLES AND DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES 
Billie Prindpl .. for all M5C off/C.rs: 
• Professional specialization In ~ccordanc~ wiLh naval ServICe needs, ~llowmg prOgr<:ssion to semor grade as 
require~ 
• Empha.<is on Medical Department """tingency c,p,.I"hLie, in 'uwon of Navy and Marine Corp, OpeIllllOflS. 
• Early ru.velopmctlt of and COIltJn""". auenticn to communicauon ,bll_wnllen, verbal, and 'presoncc: 
• Ass.i~mont pmgre«ion b3!lM on diveniry of fllI1clion and lem of re!ll"'""ibi1ily from junior 10 ",nlOr offic"," 
grmlc; 
• Continuous profes,ion,1 deve!opm.,.,t through educaLion. !ram;ng. and active affiliation WIth professtooal 
• Continuous development o{,taff slriU, alld iead=hlpabiliti"" through eorrespono;ience, spec ialtnliningcour«>$, 
s.:,""cecoUege,.andvancd=ignm""ts 
• De""lop bask naVtli offIcer ,kills through .ppropri;lle "'Olen 'tanding. collatefal d~ue •. and Ir1IIning prcgnm •. 
• Gain broad bas~ of professional Sf"Ciaky e~peri""c. under '1ualifilXl menton and in .ub""'1uen, ,ndependen, 
,rudy 
• S""" III. varied !OUtS with Navy/Marin<: Corps operations, tr:IIning, w;.arcll. and 110:' ""ppon aCllv;,ies. 
• Sesin ,ubspecialty ""eking through tmlI\ing3ndJnbassignments. 
• E.<;",bhsh maia! goahfocnavaicao«;rasRegularorReady Reserveoflker. 
• Ac~leve and certify subspe<;ial'Y qualifications throuil1l eompleted tr.lining and jab expenence (e.g., licensure. 
AQD •• elC.). 
• Assume bro,d<r leadership resp<JrUlihilitiOll (< g., OIC or departme~r h .... d. Or ··?-XXX· gonen.! m,magem",u). 
• Prepare [or,ent(lr,Wfofficordutie, Ihrough ",rvlCeeoUege.hcadquanersduLy. or other 'pe<:ial trarnmg. 
• Compic!l: ,ignificao'speClaityuWizauunand leadc",hiptour, 
• Expand managemen, responSIbilities in profOll"OnaJ ",en «.g .. Din<:ror of Adnunisr",,,on. 0;"""'00" of Ancliliry 
Servi,es. or department head of larger acunl¥): '" 
• Execute program managemen, =ponSlbditi .. (e.~., ,esearch and developmen', educOllon and ""ming. 
occupatinnal:u\d preventive medicine, malical ,upport ""dvi,ies): Or 
• Assume ":'.XXX" command Qr headquaners "",",alive.!all' respcms,blil<ies ( •. g., FMF. fleet. and Navy/Defo""" 
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APPENDIX F. EDUCATION AND TRAINING GOALS 
Baril: Pbase (O.lfO.3) 
Offta:rIndoclrinationSchool.Nc.ooport. Rhode Island 
Basic: Miliwy Sbcn. Courscs,ICo=spond== CQ= (e.g .• Navy Replatiol'ls. UCMl"). Basi<;lAd._ 
DivisionOfr.cerCourse 
Mem~ip (aed'<e parr!dparion) in pmtesIional associaIiaDs 
Con<lrrnio&edi1calione<>unellt/ltl:lughprofcuianal.OflIonizaticns.lcadcmic'IIOtilUtian'.corteSPCndcnce 
wums.andselfSlll<1y 
SIIott CQurSe!! n:1:aIed 10 "",cialty 01 inw .. 11 (I.g .• C4 for IfIIlse .''''saed 10 operational lOurs; FMSS; 
Financial and Malerial MBnI\IiMlllllt: Patient Admlnl=l.!ion Coorses) 
ClradualeMMic:alEdIEaliml(mcdical.GOIP'l) 
Intermediate Pbase (0-4) 
Continue specialty and leadmllip~Qunes 
AdvancedManag=entOo...tDpmemOoarsc(prnposed) 
inLormcdiate Lcader DevelcpmcnlCo"",,, 




Marin<; Corp. Command ond Stalf College 
ConWlllfl.mon arurscI rcllICd 10 specialty or !n~t (~.g" C4 (or moo. asSlgfled 10 apetallOlla! lOUrS: 
FMSS; Fi!UlnC: .. l and ~ Marlatemcnt: hlienl Adtninistraticm Courses) 
Continue cduaticnal course.sand prof ... ,,,,,,\lIao5OCiallOa partioipation to main!a!n ellfJCnlowa·o(·!hc-
ort(ll'lll'ticcsmopocia!ly 
Sen;orLeaderDeveIo~CQ.no= 
SlnIegie Mcdi<:aI Read ....... Cooticgency C"""" (SMRcq 
In~gencyloSlil/;JlerarFcdoralH...w.CarI!E>::II<;tIli ..... 
PCOIPXO Course fOl Il>o3e """lUIe 10 C<JrII1IIMdillg Ofr-cer Or E.tccllllve OfflCCf """.lienS 
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InduslridCcllcpolIhcAm1od.ForuI(lCAF) 





APPENDlXG. POSTGRADUATE EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
Course/Program 
An",altcsiaPmgrml 
Army.Baylor Univ",..ity Pmgmtn 
in HeallhCare Adrnini!ittl!liorl 
Armed Foro., Sr.nffCollcge (AFSC)' 





Orad""", Dental Ed"".Lion (GDE) 1-4l"" 
GraduateMcdiu.1EdL1OallQ<1(GMEj 1-5l"'. 














MC DC MSC 
APPENDIX H. POSTGRADUATE EDUCATION PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS 
A ..... 'h .. iaProeT\Im 
~Won, Naval School of Health Scien=, Bcll>e:!cla. Mary!ond; G~orge Wasbington Cn;'"",i..,.. W.ulIinglon. 
Scope; Traini"ffotn"""'cQlJl!lofflC ... leadingtoaMuterofSclenoeinNu"" ... nestIIe5iBand~1<:atian 
.. a Certified Regi"ered Sur .. An",,,,"tist; .lhJls o«::el""l' to manaB~ a"",,!hesta department activi,i ... '¢aclt 
other Medi<;.al Deparunentponllnne.l.andprovidc assisumce in m.dioolem.rgcm,y";twtions. 
Army_Baylor Unw ... ;t, ProjIr.m in Htalth Care Adrainlstr"tion 
l.oi;;uion: f<mSamHoullIln.T"" .. 
Scope, 'Theones,com:eprs.and praclices in 111$ a<!mimslI'800n andOJgalli:r.alion of health = delivery systems; 
managerial teners arid w:/tm<\ucs [""damenlll to the eff«::live lIdministration of !/lese .y".m •. willi emphasIS 
OIIlfuomihtatyl>oq>ilal. Spec;ncatadcmic prerequisiW "!'PlY. 
Armed For."" StatfColloge 
Lrx:ation, Norfolll:. VlJginia 
Scope: eo.x;cptS and principles of joint and combi""'" miliwy operationl, U.S. military capability ""d the 
... vironmenl In winch it ope_. formulation of sourld decisions w,thin the parameters of joint doctn .... and 
es<ablislted,wiIpnoti=.DesigDOdlOr0-4/O-Sofl'>CeI!. 
Blood Dank F.II.....ttip 
Locotion, Waller Reed Army Mechc::!J. Conte!, Washington. DC; Bowling Green Uni .... !"$ity. Bowling Green. 
KcnUK:~y 
Scope, Prcp=ucn cfmedicDl !C<-hnolcgiots to be blood bonk dimctQtS,inciuding military blood banl<ing. hlood 
group,ni.andblood""""fnsion 
Eduoat;cn aad TrainiaWr.!anapmmt 
Location, Civilian univcr.mios designated by Comm8llder, Naval Educauon ond Trruning {CNETJ 
Scope; Man.tg~men, of cduc:o~on ond tntmlng acovlIie<, enrricuium development.od CvalllllllOn. o~niuuonol 
devclopmentondpe""ntlelmanagemenf.ond"""JicalJOllsofccmpu!u1e(:hnoloBY in tlIeedUC;\I(IIl and traming 
Full·lim. Out5ef"Viu PrO;<&1JIIi for COI;J>1l SubspKia!tlH 
S"ope: AdvlIlced trolln;ng in general d.nuSlr"! and mrn.~ <1'«'131,"",. ~.m.png Imm I_year [dlowsllip, '" ;-ye:Jl" 
", .. dcncle.'. Addllion31 ,nfor"",,,o"", l'fO"idcd in C".pter V_ 
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ScawEn~""'3"cfformal&r.ldl<a>!llJ!di.:aled.12WionfotphysicWls:inclutlcsiru"ms/lit>s.n;ghtsurJCODand 
un<lcrsell medicine IrDining, n:sideneylraini:l, in spe<ialIie:I. and fellowship !!'I1I"ng in ,ubspecial.;e.. Typical 
lO'ernsbip. residctlcy. and felJo .. slIip training OJI!U\IIn!licl ",,,.ummorized. in appondiJ< B.cb8plCtIV. 
induSlrial ColI.~~ of Ih~ ArnI,d Fnrou 
l<><:atinn: Fort lcsiey J. McNair. WashingUln, PC 
Scope: National ~'I)' willi emp/lasi' an maaagemelll of natIOIIal resQUJ<:" IUIdu Cllm!tlt 8/\d predICted 
cn .. "onments:lUIlinnaiandVlarklilltCncialedmilitary,ea",omic,poIilical.scic:nllfic,and'OC:ialfacwrs. Destgned 
lot 0.5/0.6 offic .... 
~,.,.ln.Corp.C ..... "'~bdaDd SI:IlfSchool 
Local''''': Marine Corps Dev<:lopmenl ond Educu!ionComnw>d. Quanuc:o. Virginia 
S<"",,: Plann,ng arul CaM\lCI of fOlC~.in-rl!M!i!lC!S OJI'!f'Uon' by Ill~ Marino Air·Ground Task Fan:e WIth 
cmphns,' an amp/libk>us o""rallOns. leadenIrip. effClCli"" """""1lIIications. prnPlllmmJ, bod~. and Ihc use 




f<Rording Ihc dcveJop .... n' """mil;nliooofmil"""Yc"",!!,"",,,based 'YSU""s. Spocir"'prerequ .... le.opply_ 
Seep::, Financ,a1manage ...... ,;n lboAIMOdFon:cs,inventmymanagemcn,.policyanalYSIS.=..,,,ng!hcory 
aIld".ndordsforfi"""","le''''"rQI''''''a.:c(llltlPngondesnmauon,irllefTlalcontn;)l.andauditmg. SpeCIfic 
ac:ldemICpreteqlUSloesopply. 
Manpowor, hnonel .IUI Tnlnl", "'''''''' 
So"",,: MolpvawUedalaanalys; •. ponclllldtestlngond",leclioft.JobanalY'''andpetSOn""ltrluning.mOllJ)Q'lt(er 
ocOllomi<:. an~ requirement!! dco:nmlllll1Cn. ond manpo~""el models_ Spec;fK: ~u;.prereq .. """. 
'Wly 
Malerlal Lo~i6lia Support 
Stop<:: log"u~s curri"llIa specofu;. 10 .werW or inwmtmy ~ loaistics OIIg,merlng, pmducuOll 
management, connots manage .... nt ond adminislJlltim. ')'$_' ""qu'''';"", ond projec, management. 
".valW""ColI~ 
u>c,,,ion, />,'ewpon, Rhodel,l.nd 
College ,n Na •• l C"",maltli .hd Sill" 
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plalf""""'"IO",raJ.ySlem'L<>obtaSI.pccir.col!Ftivu:ph)I.!C.ll~andhmllsgf,,,,,,,,,," .... <=pons,"'d 
plalfonn. and lIIeir ,d:n;.,..blfl ~ IIIc 1eb:1ioo or !aOIie8I ah.m.'''..... A MasIC< of Arts 111 NalionaJ Secw,,), 
andSIl'8.u:glcSllldieilS .... anIcd.Dr.signodforQ..olom.:.rs. 
CoRego 01 Naval Warfare 
So;opo!: Fondam<:IraJ5ofmiliWy5t''''''!Y ar:w:I.foreigapcHc),: pclllbl!L<CS of mH"arypcwer: roles o(both 
m'liWy ""d pclilic.olltaders in pc!Jq fomtgllllo<l: m,lil8f)' pI!\tIJUng. and the condue! of ... ",. A MaoleO' of Arts 
,nNationalScc""ll'andStnnegicSw<licsis.1If3lded. Desigrv:dl'JrO·5/O-1ioffioen 
Pharmacy R .. idcru::r 
Loc.mon: Naval Ho"lm.J. Sc!hesda. Maryland: N.~ Hruplw. S"" Diego. California 
Scope: I'riDCrple,ofcli'ucal.andadmini.<rativ.aspects;n1instituuonalph!lr1'l\4Cl'. 
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APPENDIX I. SHORT COL'RSES 
CasU31ly Tr""trnent Tr.llnmg 5 day. 
Cour.e (CITC) 
Combat CUanlty Com: Courso (C~) 8 days 
Designing Effcc!Jve Educauon 
Prowarns for).1roi""l Depmtrnent 
Pe<l<Onnel Work<hop 
Finan<:Jal & Mot<:rialManagcmenl 
1n"'I1lgencyi'1SUtulefor 
Federal Health Qre E~",,"tiv .. 
Mllilug"".,<nt Development Course 
(MANDEY) 
Medu::tl EfIcttsof NuclcarWcspOIII: S clay, 
)f.ed;",1 Re£ulaung 
Operating Fun:e. ~:m.gcment 
Semmar (OFMS) 
Openting Room Nu,"", Oncntauon 








Professmnal MlIiWy ComptrOller 





""d COfItingency Coone (SMRCC) 
Surf""" WatfMC Med~a1 Offu:e, 





A •• il:ibleto: 
DC MSC 
APPENDIXJ. SHORT COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
Casualty Tr~atm"'l Training 
t':'~n: Naval 0en13l Q:nlCt!!, l>iodolk. V1l'llinio: Great L31:cs, IlIin"is; San Diego, CaHfo,,"a; Peorl Harbor, 
~~o::..casualtytreaunonttrainingfOfn:CI!"lIyappointedde"talofficer.;andn:fresner=ning f""careerdenllll 
l.Qcation: Marin<: COIjIS Mountain Warfare Tntining Caw:r, Bridgeport. California 
Scope: S"",iv.Jand"", ... dingmCl!,ealcareinthean:uceuvjlOOmenl:pri""illlesof~"",itlll: .... lyn:cognition 
andtreu.lfI\eat<>feoldw.atherinJuneSliUnesses. IncludU3lleJlu"u,,""""is,;el;r"aining. 
Combat C ... unlly Car. Course (Col) 
toea"",,, Academy of Hellltit S~~enc",. Fon S..., Housmn. San An""''''. Te,,",", 
5.:opI!: Initi:l.l monagemttlt of "<l$WIlties in high.intoDSily eon/Ua u forward point! m tit. eastlAily core 'Y'u.m: 
le<ldorship and<b:;'ioo ma,ng; <a;rio::1l ~IS of r:omb,u. AOIdemi<:olly and phy<i<:ally dem"",,"ng field tra"'lng; 
pnmarily forphy'lician •• nddennslS;!ri!CC"\c •• 
Oesi~ninl E"""live Eduo;:Illon I'ro\!:rams fl»" Mfdiesl ~p.rtm"1 Penon,,'" Wor~hop (OEEPMEOOEP) 
/..Qcation: NavalSchoolcfH""ltb5cic~Bethl:IIIilI,Maryland 
Sen.,.: Provi&$Medical Depannl ... tctr"'.rs ...... ingincdor:uioo billcls ... ilh tho tcquisiu: od,,,,,,,,onal l<Mwle<lge 
""dskill' essenti"lfor pl:ulning, cOOtdm.aung, conduetizlg. and evaluating """,d lnIiningprogram •. 
S~cpe, Bosic <W.IV1I:W of rmancw and m.ottrial manqement ., aWviuu IIId DOD levels; audit and ir"..,.,al 
,evlew; ""UvitybudgetfonnulaU""3Jlde>;""ution;ClIIHlI.lb""gcting:mdpmpc:tty!llllflllgMlCn~NavySlOCkFund; 
aurohlareddaLaprocessi"l!!<)'SICIIIs;and.upply"""'1I110 ... undpwdl .. ing.Designcdfor ..... IIh"""'.dmlnimalion 
),lSC. en.tcnng lin:ux:ial m ..... gem.'11 or supply po:q,tIOIIs. Basic undemanding of II!COIInting. bus", .... 
malhemallCS.and.raL.rsro;:,are prereqwSlle.l. 
Inler.~ncy In.titule for Fode,..,' Hellth Cil. ~ 
Lnca~on' W:l<!linglOn.OC(are>.) 
Scope: Rum;"., cunent ,ssues hi nariOllai IIe&hh ""'" policy /hid manag.", ... t IIIId upl"",. poIC<IlioI impoct 
on fcdcml I=llh =e systems; pmYidcl inIcnr;tion of senior Iteallh caK eMcIWYeII of Air Foree, Army. Navy, 
PublJC Heo.lth Se,vlCC. and ~RS Adminislnltion willi C<;iImI: civilian and 000 facuky. 
Load .. o.,vel<rpmont Cou ..... (formerly LMET) 
Scope: Developmr:n!ofsequentiaJ leveis of loadenlup and nulnagc:a>em d:ills alSpecific careerpo;"'" ,llr<mgh 
problemsolvinl.silltOticnale.<plormioa.AndlamilJarlzatiao>willlcompetenciesneedcdforolllSWldinll~ 
Command L."d.r Oevelopment 
t.ocaoon: Naval School of Heal III Sciences. Bc:!lre$da. Maryland 
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OperatlllKFor.~M.n·eemmtSelain.r 
Scope: E'rincip1es""iq\llotOm ... ~oladeftta1caredcli~ery'Y'lemin!hcnc.t(q .. 'h.pbmrd'"p!>jy 
proeed<Ue.'!l. lcp! is ...... cutm\! policies). 
Ope.lI1lnl Room Nunt Qricntalilln 
L.oc:u.ion Naval Ho.pilal. Clwlomm. SootI1 catolina 
Scope; OrienlallOQtopenopcrari~"ursiog;op:r3lIRgroorncn~ll'I)fI""'N.procedures.in.muments.andcq"ipmenl: 
asepuc rech.niquc: Md nursing manasemc=m of surgical ""ileS. Orad<l31Cl ""in be .wiped as "" ope ... n;ng room 
,!affnursc. 
Op.raliaul EptomoloU 
Location: NlwyDiseoue \lurQtEcokJD CordroICenIeU, Alameda, Calilomia; J""li:sonv,Uc. Florida 
Scope: Advanced ""';";"8 in occlIII"_bomo <Ii,...,. profil ... field epidemiological principles for """tor·born: 
disea8t'l. conlillgellCY ""OLOr centro! principles. gmund veotor ocnlrol opcnWonS and equ'llment. aorial di"""",,1 
vecll)l".urveillancclCclu!iqut$.andcotliagellOYPlam\inllandprob!em",l""'g. 
Patient Senic .. Admiai!llrarion 
Localion: Navat School ofHealLh Sciences. Bethesda, MaryIOlld 
Sccpe:Princip!esof1Rl/lll8cm..,loipalienl ....... ict:!rl"l!lfllRl'llf~onoltcmalivcfcdc"'land.;VIliarllle:lhh 
"""'set\'ia:$;hcalLhbencfilSprogrIDIIand~audics.. .. III~IYa:sIilUa!lCC,paciclIId~sition._ 
(IeoocleNafI".oin. 
PIIID!, Operallou, .IlIl. Medkal Inldlit;"""" (POM!) 
l.oi:auoo' Naval School of HcalLh S~iences. BcIhcsda. M.vyland 
Scope: Inttoou"".orupdateS kno1IIledge and still,required to plan. impJemem. and monitor col1UTW1d.readincss 
prosnms; COOI'IIia&and .... =ccmlllllDd medical suppun. farC<Xdingenty<J!lCQtio", (c., .• MMAlm. CMCHS). 
ne.'!I"ed fer i"""",bencs of POW bilIel!. SECRET clearance I'tljuired. 
Pr .. t:lcd Comptn.>IJeI"llItip 
Location, Na¥lllI'o'LgnWu;neSchool.MonIerey.C3lifomia 
S"""", 0vUV\CV of all fa:et! of COfIIpIroIlcnhip: aceoumiD8. budgeting. plaMinl, internal ",view. monq~menl 
¢vllluaILOn.andperfumLoru:e.ForiRCW1lbel'ltsorlho:rellOlng",rllmlOlI.llllllll!limem.billets. 
ProrasioAal Mmlllry ComplraUer 
Location, Au Unl~ .. ity Lea&rsIlip and Managemen! eeV<!lopm!tl1 Ccm.:r. Ma ... ·ell Atr F..ce Base, 
Monlgomory. Alabama 
Pn:I'pe<:Ii". C""'lIulldi", omcerll'ro!!poanoe ExocutIw Ol'lker (PCO/PXO) SltMe SIa1Ion Manqemonl 
l.ocatian, Washingwa. DC ("""') condllCted by BUPERS 
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Scope: Ferccmmandingefficmand=tivceff"", ..... 
Son;or Leader ne.lk/JI",onl 
Scope: For OIC •. dlteetcn ofhoapilal se .... it:el.1leads of mojorde;lartments,eLh= in significant supe.........a.y 
posltlo ... 
Scope: Fo,headscfsmaLldopartntents,divisianoff'tern.ct/lersup",,,,,,,,,,a,O.3,o.4I ••• l. 
Monagomonl DeYelop ... n! (MANDEV) 
Location: Naval Schcol of Hoa!IIt Si:icRce<, Be1Iocsda. Maryland 
Sccpc::Thecryand.pr1IOlic:tIofbui<:IIWIIllI~~I.asaIlPLiod\OIhcN .. vyne .. hhcare,ys","",:reo.listic 
dcc;";Dn making ... ~ioeII. Primarily for off",.., wl>ose duIies ... "" been c!inial but are gailllng mo"" 
management n:sponsibilily «()"2JO..~). 
Scape: Bul<:instrllOhonlJllholllCbnioalaspccuefbOlhmiliauyandcivilianmanpc....,rma'nlll""'.nlfunclio"' 
illCluding Uniform SWII:lg MotIIocloIogleS, CommOll;iul Aooli\rilies and \he Navy Mlmpowu ""gi.oering Program. 
Modical EIf'rIlI III" Nudur WHp ..... 
Scope: CoRduolCd by .... Ann<d Fe", .. RadicbioIQgy R~ [nsli!u!e (AFRRI), Bethesda. Maryland. 
Fomlliarlty with bi$oQsy, OOnedio:al. .ffetu, II1d basil: principles of mx:1car weapons; priRClIllc:. of fallout, acu!e 
rndiwonsyndrornc.elcctramqneli<:ndiatio:n • .oodiallMlitanduew.mcntofradiatione&sUllti=s. 
M.d;""IM .... gementofCbeJnioaICUualdH 
Scope' Prin",ples of managem ... t ond lI"ClWnCJlt of aoo!e cMmlcal warfare agent injwies. For effio ...... speclllly 
::~~:c~ and nW"se ..... i~ 10 &reUS or oontingency units ",!<II greateSt POWllial for managing ch.micaJ 
~, Naval ScboolofH .. IIhSciellC ... Be~ MAl)'Iand.Mdo<ller.,1C.S 
$""1"': Ifl$InlWOninlherunctiansand:esponsibili,*,of~DOfdin."ngandoonUOllingthe._tion_ 
moYemCm of poWu I/trougtl the variollS Ieo<!Is of mt:dieal ... ppon i"cluding ~ commU1licB1ian 
I"'l""dutell. 
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Scope: PrinciplcsoflNl1lllcingj!elSo,,, .. l.fmanolOl.o1Id.l'aoill'y,coolltCe.Sormajor,h,,,,,eS!O.hlisl\meJI'" 
PCOS/PXOs ... aally atlClldenrouto to perm&nenldUty mu ..... 
Qualily _RlIClIRiskM_nall<""tfI, 
Loc.tion: NavalSoboola(Hea!thScienc:es.Betho:sd&,Muyland 
Soap<:: ,.-depth analysis of !lUMED and leAH ...... <brds ODd ...,lltOds of developing <ri.alll ...... ' .... eru. "",1.0 
w!>,rfonunccsmn<brdsn:qtnredlOitnpJemoalond$Ullllln.QAJRMpmgrama,tboaouvi'yl"",,1. Des'gned 
for LIIcumben. or I'f"'IlI"CI'v QNRM cooaIinalOrS. 
Strate; .. Medlc.ol Roodl ..... "lid COIt,iucmq Co"",, 
L<x:.a"",,: Nav.olSchcalof Hoa!thSd.n=.B.tlIcsda.Maryland 
S""",,: Examines policy dc'telopmeutalNatiDnal. DcpartmellI of o.r ..... N.vy arul MarineUlrp< ... d Medicol 
DcparunOJ\llevelJ;i""~oYeI'ti.""QflllllCl!lllondintornalimaLeconomicondpolmc.alan:dy'''.jomICQ .. mand 
ofganizadcns.and IIrgaIIiuIiaMlandOflCl&liDRll<kx:trineand plans. Designed for ().S/O-6 offiCer:!: SOCRET 
c!eaQnce""luil'ed. 
Surface Wutan Medleol Orncer IIIdcc:tri •• liDR C ........ (SWMOIC) 
L.oc:BIion: Na .. aI Sohool.olHe<tlIllScl ....... PoosmoudI,VIf&lQia: S ... Dic:go. California 
Sc:op:: ThpfC"ido Mo>dlCalOfl"lc ......... lylSSipedlOturfacellhips thI>"I'P"IO"l\y 10 acqo;", sl:iU, in sl\,pboard 
opcra"""',,,,,,,,,,,," ... tlleaddu~ ... pnvemi~m""icino.IIIId<.linical .. pcctSofmodiC3lprac1ic.altleil 
Trapk •• MediciM 
Loca"o":NavalHQspilalR~RcacIs,Pu.noR.im 
Scopc::Cli:licalarul~hospcctsofUqrical{"",lar:ial.diantIesI.paras;uc,viraI,and"utnuoMl)d,,= 
:::~f:,!.~petl= willi tho modifying ilInuc..:e of. ""I'ic.al ""_~. on d~. provalent on 
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Diractor for A4ainbtraticm 
Dir.ctor 1'or Ancillary Sarv1c.a 
b1ractor for Branch Clinic. 
D1:rKtor for .a •• Ope.:rat1on. 
Di:ral:tor for coorllinatell Cara Policy 
Director fca COlDJnmity Hulth service .. 
Ci:rel:tor for r1e14 Operations 
Ct.:r.l:tca for B.alttl Sarvice. 
C1ractor for 1.oo;i.tica 
Oiral:tor for Ked.ical sarvices 
131reato:r for Ne41cal J':roop-a_ 
Director for lfU:rein; Servica. 
Director for OCcupational Health 
Director far ReaD1U'ca. 
D1ractor for' a.aou:rca.. Plan., " Policy 
Diraato:r far Servica Ma4icine 
Diractor for atn.ta;ic Plarmlnv 
Diractor fDZ' 81U'91cal Sarvice. 
Director Area Dantal ~tI. 
Aa.iatant Diractor Me41cal Service. 
Aadstant Diract:.or BUr.in; Servica .. 




Direl:tor unIlera •• Medicine 
Fla.t Liaiacm otficer 
Fle.t StIZ1JaDn 
r~a SIlrlll'eOft 
winv Medical OfUell1' 
An.lItlt.adol.ogiat 
M.1;nJ11U1t Officer 
Aniatant en. DIIf_a 
Aniatant Chief bchnieal Oparationll 
Asaiatant .aval Iliapactor Caneral 
Aaaiat&nt Plana and. Analyaia 
Bma:D Diviaion OffiCU' 
cl11!.10 DirectDZ' 
Chiat MaVal Dantal Corpa 
Director Aerospaca Maliieal DividonflltIMEC 
Daputy Aaaiatant Sacratary ot D.tan •• 
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Deputy Chi.t ".dical Corps 
Daputy Dlr.ctcrIHon-Ho.p1tal 
Deputy Db·.ct~ RUra. Corps 
Dlr.ctar Dllntal Clinic 
Dir.ctor a •• lth c:.ra PlanninQ'fIUIKED 
Det.l ott'ic.r 
Difloctar orf.1car IncloctrinlltiOll &=_1 
bir.ct.or Planninvl&UMED 
D1r.ct.oZ' PrCl1'a.a1cn.l b.v.lopmllnt/BUKEb 
Dir.ct.Clr RadicbiolO9J' R •••• reI! Inst.it.ut.e 
D1r.ct.cor 'l'ropical Public H.alth 
Environllllmtal H .. lth ottic.r 
EpidUliologist. 
Force .utar Chiat 
Hadical COrps Datailer 
MIIdical rl.9 OLficar 
MSC c:.r •• r Plull otticerfB'DKED 
"s~UCIIl SII:rvic .. Officer. 
Run. COrJIS Plu. Ott1c.r 
.. avy Liais_ Oc:t1l:MJltJS 
Prof .. sor ~t..tr1cs and GynecCl109Y 
oral S\l.rqacm 
Pby.ician'. A .. bunt 
Pl"o9ram Jlanaqu 
Spacblty MvisClr 
Spacbl Assistant ZValuatiClM 
Spacial Assistant •• adquaTte.ra st.ft 





TCltal ouality Laadanhip CClordillator 
APPENDIX L. TABLE OF "GOOD" DELTAS, BY MEDICAL COMMUNITY 
0=422 n_93 n=29 n_l53 ,=50 n_97 
OVERALL HCA AH MC NC DC 
GENERAl MANAGEMENT 
1. DECISION MAKINGI PROBLEM SOLVING 
07 34.6 49.5 31 32 18 34 
013 41 54.8 41.4 41.8 22 36.1 
014 
" 
74.2 58.6 52 44 55.7 
015 44 S7 58.6 39.5 46 37.1 
020 37 43 31 40.5 22 37.1 
AVO 42.' 55.7 44.1 41.2 30.4 40 
2. COMMUNICATIONS 
Q34 43 48.8 37.9 39.2 38 48A 
QS3 51 53.8 58.6 51.6 44 47.4 
QS4 44 452 48.3 39.9 46 40.2 
QSS 41 482 44.8 41.8 32 32 
QSS 44 44.1 41.4 46.4 52 38.1 
QS7 43 43 51.7 41.4 48 40.2 
QS8 50 SO.5 55.2 4' 54 44.3 
Q59 55 57 85.5 57.5 SO 52.6 
Q60 43 51.1 58.8 40.5 42 35.1 
AVO 48 48.9 51.3 45.3 44.' 41.8 
3. QUANTATIVE ANALYSIS 
Q17 35 40.9 37.' 36.2 12.2 34 
018 31 39.8 34.5 32.' 12 24.7 
AVO 33 40A 36.2 34.6 12.1 29.4 
4. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
Q16 22 31.2 27.6 21.7 17.5 
Q19 31 47.3 27.6 30.7 18 25.8 
AVO 26.5 39.3 27.6 28.2 
5. MANAGING QUALITY 
Q11 39 43 34.5 43.8 22 36.1 
6. STRATEGIC PLANNING 
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08 26 35.5 27.6 23.5 14 22.7 
010 29 22.5 14 
AVG 27.5 41.4 22.4 23 14 
7. SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE 
012 50 64.5 44.8 41.2 49 46.4 
033 52 45.8 38 53.6 
036 59 65.2 65.5 58.2 
AVG 53.7 64.7 54 48.4 43.2 54.7 
HEALTH RESOURSES MANAGEMENT 
1. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
01 29 52.7 20.7 24.3 12 21.9 
02 27.6 22.9 14 
03 33 51.6 34.5 21.7 18 30.9 
05 37 29.6 22 40.9 
06 32 49.5 34.5 24.8 16 28.9 
AVG 49.3 33.1 24.7 16.4 30.1 
2. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
047 32 53.8 24.1 30 
048 49 67.7 48.3 35.3 45.4 
049 42 54.3 37.9 32.7 42 45.4 
AVG 41 58.6 36.8 30.9 38.7 37.8 
3. MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
028 37 47.3 31 
029 32 54.8 27.6 21.7 28.1 
030 43 69.9 34.5 32 34 42.3 
AVG 37.3 57.3 31 30.3 22.7 
4. PRODUCTIVITY/OUTCOMES MANAGEMENT 
09 31 45.2 27.6 24.2 20 28.9 
5. FACILITIES MANAGEMENT 
027 34 31.2 58.6 35.9 
031 44.8 30 40.2 
032 48.3 35.3 40.2 
AVG 40.3 35.3 31.3 37.5 
89 
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 
1. GROUP DYNAMICS 
037 55 56.1 SO 54.2 52 53.6 
040 4. 51.6 53.6 4. 46 44.3 
Q41 44 47.3 37.9 42.5 42 48.5 
051 48 61.3 48.3 41.2 40 46.4 
AVG 49 54.6 47.5 46.7 45 48.2 
2. INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR 
035 54 62.4 55.2 51 38 52.6 
042 41 45.2 48.3 37.9 40 38.1 
044 51 52.7 51.7 48.4 54 49.5 
046 48 49.5 41.4 49.3 36 51.5 
AVG 48.5 52.5 49.2 46.7 42 47.9 
3. ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN 
043 44 47.3 51.7 40.5 46 40.2 
045 47 57 48.3 40.5 24 51.5 
AVG 45.5 522 50 40.5 35 45.9 
4. LABOR I MANAGEMENT RELATIONS 
050 38 45.2 24.1 20.9 18 27.1 
5. CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
039 47 43 34.5 32 36 36.1 
6. MANAGING CHANGE I TECHNOLOGY 
038 45 45.2 48.3 43.1 44 44.3 
ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
1. ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
Q4 30 35.5 37.9 29.6 12 34.7 
HEALTH CARE LAW AND POLICY 
1. LEGAl ISSUES 
021 47 60.2 34.5 40.1 26 53.6 
Q22 52 62.4 44.8 43.8 34 60.8 
023 50 61.3 48.3 41.8 36 SO.5 
024 45 60.2 41.4 37.9 40 41.2 
025 4' 48.4 27.6 43.8 34 28.9 
0'6 32 40.9 51.7 34.6 22 
AVO 45.6 55.6 41.4 40.3 32 
2. ETHICS 
Q52 55 58.1 58.6 53.6 48 58.8 
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APPENDIX M. TABLE OF EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND VARIABLES 
n.:9a o.ao 0;50 n",97 
EDUCATION MSCfHCA MSC/AH Ne Me DC TOTALS 
DOD POSTGRAD 
ARMED FORCES STAFF 
IND COL ARM FOR 
NPS 12 
ARMY BAYLOR 
Nwe 13 20 
MCCSC 9 
OTHER 20 
TRAD GRAD MAN 
MHA 22 
MPH 27 41 
MBA 23 2B 
Bs/HCA 20 25 
BBA 3 
OTHER 26 12 53 
NON TRAD MAN 
UNIV WISC-MAD 
PIM SERIES 35 35 
MEP 
UNIV NC KRON SCHOLAR 
CORNELL HEDP 12 
J&J WHARTON NURSES 3 
ESTES PARK SEMINAR 
OTHER 10 12 32 
SERVICE SHORT COURSES 
PROSCD/XO 24 42 29 107 
INTER INST FHCE 15 15 27 22 62 
lMET 64 18 38 101 88 309 
COMMAND 27 41 41 122 
SENIOR 34 29 63 200 
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INTERMEDIATE 30 10 14 38 28 120 
STRATMAC 48 15 31 89 67 250 
MAN DEV 10 13 16 47 
FIN & MAT MAN 16 0 21 
PAT SVC ADMIN 18 19 
PlAN OPS MED INT 10 12 
MAN MGT 
PROF MIL COMPT 
SEN LEAD SEM (TOl) 45 22 60 40 175 
OTHER 20 11 32 13 84 
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APPENDIX N. TABLE OF "GOOD" DELTAS FOR HCA COHORT BY 
"SOME," VERSUS "NONE" MANAGEMENT EDUCATION 
ONLY MSC (HCA) COHORT 




1. DECISION MAKING! PROBLEM 
SOLVING 
07 47.8 50 
013 56.5 54.3 
014 87 70 
015 69.6 52.' 
020 SO.9 37.1 
AVG 64.4 52.9 
2. COMMUNICATIONS 
034 56.5 45.7 
053 60.9 51.4 
054 43.5 45.7 
055 56.5 42.9 
056 52.2 41.4 
057 52.2 40 
058 60.9 47.1 
059 73.9 51.4 
Q60 60.9 47.8 
AVG 57.5 45.9 
3. QUANTATIVE ANALYSIS 
017 43.5 40 
018 39.1 40 
AVG 41.3 40 
4. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
016 30.4 31.4 
019 52.2 45.7 
AVG 41.3 38.6 
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5. MANAGING QUALITY 
011 43.5 42.9 
6. STRATEGIC PLANNING 
08 34.8 35.7 
010 60.9 42.9 
AVG 47.8 39.3 
7. SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE 
012 73.9 61,4 
Q33 60.9 
Q36 78.3 60.9 
AVG 71 62.7 
HEALTH RESOURSES MANAGEMENT 
1. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
a1 56.5 
a2 47.8 50 
03 47.8 52.9 
as 34.8 45.7 
a6 52.2 48.6 
AVG 47.8 49.7 
2. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
a47 43.5 57.1 
a48 82.6 62.9 
a49 60.9 52.2 
AVG 62.3 57.4 
3. MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
a2B 56.5 44.3 
a29 52.2 55.7 
a30 69.6 70 
AVG 59.4 56.7 
4. PRODUCTIVITY/OUTCOMES 
MANAGEMENT 
a9 34.8 48.6 
























051 65.2 60 
AVG 71.7 48.9 
2. INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR 
035 87 54.3 
042 60.9 40 
Q44 69.6 47.1 
04<l 65.2 44.3 
AVG 70.7 46.4 
3. ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN 
043 56.5 44.3 
045 50 
AVG 67.4 47.1 
4. LABOR, MANAGEMENT RELATIONS 
050 43.5 45.7 
5. CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
039 60.9 37.1 
! 6. MANAGING CHANGE I TECHNOLOGY 
038 52.2 42.9 
AL TERNA TIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY 
SYSTEMS 
1. ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE 
DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
04 39.1 34.3 
HEALTH CARE LAW AND POLICY 
1. LEGAL ISSUES 
021 56.5 
022 60.9 62.9 
023 
024 60.9 60 






APPENDIX O. TABLE OF "GOOD" DELTAS FOR NUMBER OF SHORT 
COURSES TAKEN FOR RCA COHORT 
NUMBERS OF SHORT COURSES TAKEN 
N=93 n=27 n-42 n=24 
Oto2 310. 50rmore 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT 
1. DECISION MAKING! PROBLEM SOLVING 
07 59.3 33.3 66.7 
013 63 45.2 62.' 
01. 85.2 61.9 83.3 
015 59.3 452 7' 
020 55.6 33.3 45.8 
AVG 84.' 43.8 66.7 
2. COMMUNICATIONS 
03' 48.2 33.3 7' 
Q53 55.6 47.6 62.' 
Q84 51.9 45.' 37.5 
Q55 48., 38.1 58.3 
Q56 44.' 42.' 45.8 
057 40.7 33.3 62.' 
Q56 55.. 33.3 7' 
05. 83 47.6 66.7 
Q50 482 46.3 62.' 
AVG SO •• 40.' .. .. 
3. QUANTATlVEANALYSIS 
017 51.9 28.6 50 
018 48.' 26.2 54.2 
AVG SO 27.' 52.1 
4. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
016 33.3 31 29.2 
01. 40.7 "2 58.3 
AVG 37 38.1 43.8 
5. MANAGING QUALITY 
011 33.3 40.' 58.3 
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6. STRATEGIC PLANNING 
08 37.1 26.2 50 
Q10 36.1 62.5 
.4.VG 42.6 32.1 56.3 
7. SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE 
012 66.7 52.4 83.3 
033 63 57.1 79.2 
036 70.4 56.1 75 
AVG 66.7 55.2 79.2 
HEALTH RESOURSES MANAGETvlENT 
1. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
01 66.7 38.1 62.5 
02 59.3 40.5 54.2 
03 59.3 38.1 66.7 
05 40.7 35.7 58.3 
06 59.3 36.1 58.3 
AVG 57 38.1 60 
2. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
047 48.2 45.2 75 
a48 70.4 57.1 83.3 
049 59.3 42.9 69.6 
AVG 59.3 46.4 
3. MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
02. 55.6 35.7 58.3 
029 "".2 52.4 66.7 
030 74.1 57.1 87.5 
AVG 59.3 48.4 70.8 
4. PRODUCTIVITY/OUTCOMES MANAGEMENT 
09 407 33.3 70.8 
5. FACILITIES MANAGEMENT 
027 25.9 23.8 50 
a31 70.4 50 79.2 
032 70.4 45.2 83.3 
AVG 55.6 39.7 70.8 
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 
1 GROUP DYNAMICS 
037 63 50 66.7 
98 
040 51.9 45.2 62.5 
041 44.4 40.5 62.5 
051 70A 54.8 62.5 
AVG 57.4 47.6 63.5 
2. INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR 
035 50 70.8 
042 40.7 38.1 62.5 
Q44 48.2 50 62.5 
Q46 59.3 40.5 54.2 
AVG 55.6 44.8 62.5 
3. ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN 
043 48.2 38.1 62.5 
Q45 51.9 45.2 63.3 
AVG 50 41,7 72.9 
4. LABOR I MANAGEMENT RELATIONS 
050 44.4 35.7 62.5 
5. CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
039 40.7 35.7 58.3 
6. MANAGING CHANGE I TECHNOLOGY 
038 44.4 38.1 58.3 
ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
1. ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
A. 44.4 23.8 45.8 
HEALTH CARE LAW AND POLICY 
1. LEGAL ISSUES 
021 63 57.1 62.5 
022 63 59.5 66.7 
023 59.3 57.1 70.8 
024 48.2 59.5 75 
025 48.2 42.9 58.3 
026 37 38.1 50 
AVG 52.4 63.9 
2. ETHICS 
Q52 63 50 66.7 
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APPENDIX P. TABLE OF "GOOD" DELTAS FOR YEARS IN A MANGEMENT 
POSITION FOR HCA COHORT 
YEARS IN A MANAGEMENT POSITION 
N=93 0=22 n=29 n=25 




ISION MAKING! PROBLEM SOLVING 
07 31.6 44.' 60 84.7 
013 50 62.1 52 52.9 
01' 61.6 79.3 52 88.2 
015 59.1 6~1 .. 58.8 
020 31.8 55.2 32 52.9 
AVG 50.9 60.7 .... 63.5 
2. COMMUNICATIONS 
03' 45.5 41.4 48 64.7 
053 59.1 62.1 48 41.2 
054 36.4 58.6 44 35.3 
055 50 44.' .. 41.2 
056 40.9 44.' 52 35.3 
057 54.6 37.9 40 41.2 
058 50 51.7 .. 52.9 
059 50 65.5 56 52.9 
0.0 45.5 53.6 sa 47.1 
AVG .. 51.2 48.9 45.8 
3. QUANTATIVE ANALYSIS 
017 31.8 37.9 56 35.3 
018 22.7 44.' 44 47.1 
AVG 27.3 41.4 50 41.2 
4. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
016 31.8 27.6 3. 29.4 
019 54.6 44.' 40 52.9 




5. MANAGING QUALITY 
a11 36.4 41.4 
6. STRATEGIC PLANNING 
a8 22.7 37.9 35,3 
alO 40.9 44.8 44 64.7 
AVG 31.8 41.4 44 50 
7. SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE 
a12 63.6 69 56 70.6 
a33 54.6 58.6 68 82.4 
a36 59.1 69 60 75 
AVG 59.1 65.5 61.3 76 
HEALTH RESOURSES MANAGEMENT 
1. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
a1 40.9 37.9 56 88.2 
a2 22.7 51.7 44 88.2 
a3 31.8 44.8 56 82.4 
as 31.8 37.9 36 76.5 
a6 45.5 34.5 52 76.5 
AVG 34.5 41.4 48.8 82.4 
2. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
047 40.9 44.8 68 
Q48 59.1 72.4 68 70.6 
049 50 48.3 58.3 64.7 
AVG 50 55.2 64.8 66.7 
3. MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
028 31.8 44.8 52 64.7 
029 40.9 48.3 68 64.7 
030 54.6 58.6 84 66.2 
AVG 42.4 50.6 6B 72.6 
4. PRODUCTIVITY/OUTCOMES MANAGEMENT 
09 27.3 41.4 56 58.8 
5. FACILITIES MANAGEMENT 
027 31.8 20.7 32 47.1 
a31 40.9 72.4 72 64.7 
032 36.4 58.8 80 76.5 
AVG 50.6 61.3 62.7 
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ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 
1. GROUP DYNAMICS 
037 55.2 60 
040 55.2 48 
041 50 44.8 48 
051 50 72.4 68 47.1 
AVG 51.1 56.9 56 52.9 
2. INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR 
035 59.1 69 52 70.6 
042 50 44.8 36 52.9 
044 55.2 56 
046 409 58.6 48 
AVG 48.9 56.9 48 55.9 
3. ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN 
043 44.5 51.7 52 35.3 
045 54.6 55.2 56 64.7 
AVG 49.5 53.4 54 50 
4. LABOR I MANAGEMENT RELATIONS 
050 22.7 48.3 52 58.8 
5. CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
039 40.9 48.3 32 52.9 
8. MANAGING CHANGE I TECHNOLOGY 
036 36.4 44.8 48 52.9 
ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
1. ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
a4 27.3 31 28 64.7 
HEALTH CARE LAW AND POLICY 
1. LEGAL ISSUES 
a21 40.9 69 60 70.6 
022 72.4 64 ?B5 
a23 50 65.5 64 
a24 364 65.5 64 
a25 40.9 44.8 40 
a26 31.8 34.5 
AVG 39.4 58.6 56.7 69.6 
2. ETHICS 
a52 40.9 65.5 
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APPENDIX Q. TABLE OF "GOOD" DELTAS FOR NUMBER OF 
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS FOR HCA COHORT 








1. DECISION MAKING! PROBLEM SOLVING 
07 38.5 45.5 61.8 
013 46.2 69.7 47.1 
014 80.8 75.8 67.7 
015 57.7 60.6 52.9 
020 42.3 51.5 35.3 
AVG 53.1 60.6 52.9 
2. COMMUNICATIONS 
034 50 48.5 47.1 
053 ".7 60.6 44.1 
054 50 48.5 38.2 
055 53.9 45.5 41.2 
056 42.3 51.5 38.2 
057 46.2 45.5 38.2 
058 46.2 54.8 50 
059 50 72.7 47.1 
060 50 56.3 47.1 
AVG 49.6 53.7 43.5 
3. aUANTATIVE ANALYSIS 
017 38.5 36.4 47.1 
018 26.9 39.4 50 
AVG 32.7 37.9 46.5 
4. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
018 28.9 36.4 29.4 
019 53.9 39.4 50 
AVG 40.4 37.9 39.7 
5. MANAGING QUALITY 
011 46.2 39.4 44.1 
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6. STRATEGIC PLANNING 
06 19.2 42.4 41.2 
010 48.5 50 
AVG 45.5 45.6 
7. SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE 
012 61.5 69.7 61.8 
033 61.5 57.6 73.5 
036 57.7 78.8 57.6 
AVG 60.3 68.7 64.3 
HEALTH RESOURSES MANAGEMENT 
1. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
01 42.3 48.5 64.7 
02 26.9 57.6 58.8 
03 34.6 4S.5 67.7 
05 26.9 54.6 44.1 
Q6 38.5 45.5 61.8 
AVG 33.8 SO.9 59.4 
2. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
047 42.3 51.5 64.7 
046 65.4 70.6 
049 50 57.6 54.6 
AVG 52.6 58.6 63.3 
3. MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
026 38.5 45.5 55.9 
029 42.3 64.7 
030 69.2 54.6 85.3 
AVG 50 51.5 68.6 
4. PRODUCTIVITY/OUTCOMES MANAGEMENT 










AVG 42.3 55.6 
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 
1. GROUP DYNAMICS 










051 63.6 61.8 
AVG 54.8 58.3 50.7 
2. INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR 
035 69.2 66.7 52.9 
042 53.9 42.4 41.2 
044 53.9 54.6 
" 046 42.3 60.6 44.1 
AVG 54.6 56.1 47.1 
3. ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN 
043 42.3 57.6 41.2 
045 42.3 69.7 55.9 
AVG 42.3 63.6 48.5 
4. LABOR I MANAGEMENT RELATIONS 
0" 23.1 57.6 50 
5. CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
039 50 48.5 32.4 
6. MANAGING CHANGE I TECHNOLOGY 
038 38.5 51.5 44.1 
ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
1. ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
Q4 19.2 42.4 41.2 
HEALTH CARE LAW AND POLICY 
1. LEGAL ISSUES 
021 53.9 63.6 61.8 
022 50 63.6 70.6 
023 53.9 ".7 61.6 
024 42.3 63.6 70.6 
025 46.2 51.5 47.1 
026 38.5 45.5 38.2 
AVG 47.4 59.1 58.3 
2. ETHICS 
052 57.7 57.8 5B.8 
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APPENDIX R. TABLE OF "GOOD" DELTAS FOR MONTHS AS AN 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER FOR RCA COHORT 
MONTHS AS AN EXECUTIVE OFFICER (HCA) 
... 7 N=26 
NONE 1 to 24 OVER 24 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT 
1. DECISION MAKING! PROBLEM SOLVING 
07 44.7 38.5 69.6 
013 47.4 57.7 60.9 
014 76.3 65.4 73.9 
015 52.6 61.5 56.5 
020 42.1 38.5 47.8 
AVG 52.6 52.3 61.7 
2. COMMUNICATIONS 
034 39.5 50 56.5 
053 52.6 50 56.5 
054 55.3 38.5 34.8 
055 50 46.2 30.4 
056 50 34.6 39.1 
057 42.1 34.6 43.5 
058 44.7 46.2 60.9 
059 57.9 53.9 56.5 
Q60 54.1 42.3 47.S 
AVG 49.6 44 47.3 
3. QUANTATIVE ANALYSIS 
017 44.7 46.2 30.4 
018 39.5 34.6 47.8 
AVG 42.1 40.4 39.1 
4. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
016 36.8 30.8 21.7 
01' 44.7 48.2 
AVG 40.8 38.5 32.6 
5. MANAGING QUAliTY 
011 44.7 34.6 47.8 
10<; 
6. STRATEGIC PLANNING 
08 34.2 30.8 43.5 
010 46.2 47.8 
AVG 40.8 38.5 45.7 
7. SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE 
012 53.9 
033 57.9 61.5 73.9 
036 68.4 89.2 
AVG 64.9 81.5 65,2 
HEALTH RESOURSES MANAGEMENT 
1. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
01 S() 50 85.2 
02 44.7 42,3 69.6 
03 44.7 53.8 65.2 
05 36.8 53.9 47.8 
06 42.3 58.5 
AVG 48.5 60.9 
2. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
047 50 50 80.9 
048 61.5 73.9 
049 52 60.9 
AVG 55.3 54.5 65.2 
3. MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
028 38.5 56.5 
029 50 SO.9 
030 57.7 82.S 
AVG 58.8 48.7 66.7 
4. PRODUCTIVITY/OUTCOMES MANAGEMENT 
09 39.5 46.2 
5. FACILITIES MANAGEMENT 
027 23.7 26.9 43.5 
031 63.2 61.5 60.9 
032 57.9 53.9 73.9 
AVG 48.2 47.4 59.4 
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ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 
1. GROUP DYNAMICS 
037 50 
040 50 57.7 
041 46.2 478 
051 73.7 
AVG 57.2 50 52.2 
2. INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR 
035 63.2 69.2 56.5 
042 42.1 42.3 43.5 
044 632 42.3 
046 46.2 52.2 
AVG 54.6 50 
3. ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN 
043 447 50 39.1 
045 52.6 50 65.2 
AVG 48.7 50 52.2 
4. LABOR / MANAGEMENT RELATIONS 
050 34.2 50 56.5 
5. CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
039 38.5 39.1 
6. MANAGING CHANGE/TECHNOLOGY 
036 46.2 43.5 
ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
1. ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
Q4 26.3 385 47.8 
HEALTH CARE LAW AND POLICY 
1. LEGAL ISSUES 
021 57.9 46.2 78.3 
022 57.9 50 826 
023 65.8 50 69.6 
024 50 53.9 
025 30.8 56.5 
026 26.9 47.8 
AVG 54.8 42.9 68.8 
2. ETHICS 
052 65.6 57.7 47.8 
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APPENDIX S. TABLE OF "GOOD" DELTAS FOR MONmS AS A 
COMMANDING OFFICER FOR RCA COHORT 
MONTHS AS A COMMANDING OFFICER (HeAl 
N",85 N",55 N",15 




1. DECISION MAKING/ PROBLEM SOLVING 
07 43.6 46.7 73.3 
013 52.7 40 66.7 
014 72.7 60 73.3 
015 54.6 53.3 60 
020 41.8 33.3 60 
AVG 53.1 SO.7 66.7 
2. COMMUNICATIONS 
034 40 60 60 
053 54.S 53.3 53.3 
054 47.3 33.3 46.7 
055 43.6 53.3 46.7 
056 41.S 53.3 40 
057 41.S 46.7 40 
056 47.3 53.3 60 
059 52.7 56.7 53.3 
060 50 53.3 40 
AVG 46.6 52.S 48 .• 
3. aUANTATIVE ANALYSIS 
017 45.5 33.3 40 
018 45.5 26.7 40 
AVG 45.5 30 40 
4. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
018 36.4 26.7 26.7 
019 49.1 46.7 46.7 
AVG 42.7 36.7 36.7 
5. MANAGING QUALITY 
011 41.S 40 46.7 
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6. STRATEGIC PLANNING 
a8 36.4 33.3 20 
010 26.7 66.7 
AVG 41.8 30 43.3 
7. SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE 
a12 61.8 60 
a33 61.B 73.3 66.7 
a36 63.6 71.4 66.7 
AVG 62.4 70.5 64.4 
HEALTH RESOURSES MANAGEMENT 
1. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
al 47.3 53.3 73.3 
a2 45.5 60 60 
a3 47.3 53.3 66.7 
as 43.6 46.7 53.3 
a6 49.1 80 53.3 
AVG 46.5 54.1 61.3 
2. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
a41 50.9 53.3 53.3 
a48 65.5 73.3 60 
a49 50.9 64.3 60 
AVG 55.8 63.7 57.8 
3. MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
a28 33.3 53.3 
a29 61.8 40 53.3 
a30 70.9 73.3 
AVG 60.6 46.7 60 
4. PRODUCTIVITY/OUTCOMES MANAGEMENT 0, 45.5 40 60 
5. FACILITIES MANAGEMENT 
a21 27.3 20 53.3 
a31 61.8 73.3 60 
a32 60 73.3 
AVG 62.2 
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 
1. GROUP DYNAMICS 
a31 60 66.7 
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040 49.1 46.7 
041 41.6 40 
051 69.1 46.7 
AVG 53.6 48.3 58.3 
2. INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR 
035 63.6 53.3 66.7 
042 40 46.7 53.3 
044 50.9 46.7 60 
046 45.5 46.7 66.7 
AVG 50 46.3 61.7 
3. ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN 
043 45.5 46.7 46.7 
045 49.1 66.7 66.7 
AVG 47.3 56.7 56.7 
4. LABOR f MANAGEMENT RELATIONS 
050 38.2 60 
5. CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
039 4() 46.7 46.7 
6. MANAGING CHANGE I TECHNOLOGY 
038 41.8 53.3 46.7 
ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
1. ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
Q4 30.9 40 53.3 
HEALTH CARE LAW AND POLICY 
1. LEGAL ISSUES 
021 60 60 53.3 
022 53.3 73.3 
023 61.6 46.7 
024 60 66.7 
025 49.1 33.3 60 
026 38.2 26.7 60 
AVG 53.9 46.7 64.4 
2. ETHICS 
052 60 60 46.7 
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